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Lay Summary
This thesis focuses on problems in harmonic analysis related to mapping prop-
erties of certain classes of operators initially defined in the so-called frequency
space.
Broadly speaking, one can think of an operator as a “system” whose “inputs”
and “outputs” are functions. The problems studied in this thesis can be roughly
stated as follows. Given a class of “systems”, find the appropriate classes of
“inputs” such that the corresponding “outputs” have some desired “properties”.
Usually, in harmonic analysis or in analysis in general, these desired “properties”
are encoded in terms of the magnitude of the “input” and “output” functions.
This thesis is motivated by a problem concerning the study of mapping prop-
erties of a class of operators acting on functions of several variables, known as
multi-parameter Marcinkiewicz multiplier operators. It is well-known that the
corresponding one-dimensional problem is connected with some classical results
in harmonic analysis involving functions whose “frequency portrait” is sparse or,
in other words, functions whose Fourier transforms are supported in thin sets of
integers, such as geometric sequences. Motivated by this fact, we obtain higher-
dimensional variants of the aforementioned results involving thin sets. Further-
more, we establish sharp endpoint bounds of operators that can essentially be
regarded as prototypical Marcinkiewicz multiplier operators.
v
Abstract
This thesis is motivated by the problem of understanding the endpoint mapping
properties of higher-dimensional Marcinkiewicz multipliers. The one-dimensional
case was definitively characterised by Tao and Wright. In particular, they proved
that Marcinkiewicz multipliers acting on functions over the real line map the
Hardy space H1pRq to L1,8pRq and they locally map L log1{2 L to L1,8 and that
these results are sharp.
The classical inequalities of Paley and Zygmund involving lacunary sequences
can be regarded as rudimentary prototypes of the aforementioned results of Tao
and Wright on the behaviour of Marcinkiewicz multipliers “near” L1pRq. Moti-
vated by this fact, in Chapter 3 we obtain higher-dimensional variants of these
two inequalities and we establish sharp multiplier inclusion theorems on the torus
and on the real line. In Chapter 4 we extend the multiplier inclusion theorem on
T of Chapter 3 to higher dimensions.
In the last chapter of this thesis, we study endpoint mapping properties of
the classical Littlewood-Paley square function which can essentially be regarded
as a model Marcinkiewicz multiplier. More specifically, we give a new proof to a
theorem due to Bourgain on the growth of the operator norm of the Littlewood-
Paley square function as pÑ 1` and then extend this result to higher dimensions.
We also obtain sharp weak-type inequalities for the multi-parameter Littlewood-
Paley square function and prove that the two-parameter Littlewood-Paley square
function does not map the product Hardy space H1 to L1,8.
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Notation
1. We denote by Z the set of integers, by N the set of positive integers and by
N0 the set of non-negative integers. The set of real numbers is denoted by
R and the set of complex numbers is denoted by C.
2. The unit disc in C is denoted by D; D “ tz P C : |z| ă 1u.
3. We denote the torus R{Z by T. We identify functions on T with functions
on r0, 1q in the usual way.
4. For n ě 2, we use the notation x “ px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq for elements in n-dimensional
euclidean space Rn or in Tn.
5. If G is a locally compact abelian group, we denote its dual by pG. Let
mG be a Haar measure on G. If f P L
1pG,mGq, then its Fourier transform
pf : pGÑ C is given by pfpγq “
ş
G
fpxqγp´xqdmGpxq, γ P pG. If G is compact,
we consider the normalised Haar measure mGpGq “ 1 and, in this case, we




6. Let pX,A, µq be a measure space. If f is A-measurable, then for 0 ă p ă 8,
we write }f}LppXq “ p
ş
X
|fpxq|pdµpxqq1{p. For p “ 8, we define }f}L8pXq “
inftC ě 0 : |fpxq| ď C for µ ´ a.e.u. For 0 ă p ď 8, LppXq denotes the
space of all A-measurable functions f such that }f}LppXq ă 8.
7. If X is a locally compact Hausdorff space and µ is a measure on pX,BpXqq,
where BpXq denotes the Borel σ-algebra over X, then its total variation







n“1, En P BpXq and YNn“1 En “ Eu
for E P BpXq. We denote by MpXq the class of all complex-valued regular
Borel measures µ on pX,BpXqq such that }µ} “ |µ|pXq ă 8.
8. If G is a locally compact abelian group and µ P MpGq, then its Fourier-
Stieltjes transform pµ : pGÑ C is given by pµpγq “
ş
G
γp´xqdµpxq, γ P pG.
9. Let G be a compact abelian group and let X be a subspace of L1pGq. We





pfpγq|2 ă 8. The class of all multipliers from X to L2pGq is
denoted by MXÑL2pGq.
10. Let X be a subspace of L1pRnq. A function m P L8pRnq is said to be a





11. Given a non-empty set X and a function f : X Ñ C, we denote by supppfq
the support of f , namely supppfq “ tx P X : fpxq ‰ 0u.
12. We denote the characteristic function of a set A by χA; χApxq “ 1 if x P A
and χApxq “ 0 if x R A.
13. If A is a subset of B, we write A Ă B. If A is a proper subset of B, i.e.
A Ă B and BzA ‰ H, then we write A Ĺ B.
14. If A is a subset of Rn (or Tn), then |A| denotes its Lebesgue measure. We
use the same symbol to denote the length of a vector in Rn or the modulus
of a complex number.
15. If G is a locally compact abelian group, then CpGq denotes the class of all
continuous functions on G. In the euclidean setting, we denote by C8c pRnq
the space of all infinitely differentiable functions on Rn with compact sup-
port. The class of Schwartz functions on Rn is denoted by SpRnq.




i2πjx, x P T.
17. The expression X À Y means that there exists a positive constant C such
that X ď CY . To specify the dependence of this constant on additional
parameters α1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , αn we write X Àα1,¨¨¨ ,αn Y . If X À Y and Y À X, we
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By the L2-theory of Fourier series, every function m P `8pZq corresponds to a
bounded, linear operator on L2pTq defined as follows. If f P L2pTq, then
ÿ
nPZ
|mpnq pfpnq|2 ď }m}2`8pZq
ÿ
nPZ
| pfpnq|2 “ }m}2`8pZq}f}
2
L2pTq
and so, pmpnq pfpnqqnPZ P `
2pZq. Hence, there exists a function g “ Tmpfq
such that }g}L2pTq ď }m}`8pZq}f}L2pTq and pgpnq “ mpnq pfpnq, n P Z. In such
a way, given m P `8pZq, we define a bounded, linear operator Tm on L2pTq and
we say that Tm is a Fourier multiplier operator, or simply a multiplier opera-
tor whose corresponding multiplier is m. Moreover, it can easily be seen that
}Tm}L2pTqÑL2pTq “ }m}`8pZq. Similarly, for any locally compact abelian group G,
one defines Fourier multiplier operators on L2pGq.












|mpk ` 1q ´mpkq|
)
ă 8, (1.1)
then the corresponding multiplier operator Tm can be extended as a bounded
operator on LppTq for all 1 ă p ă 8. Multiplier operators Tm whose associated
multipliers m satisfy (1.1) are referred to as periodic Marcinkiewicz multiplier
operators or simply Marcinkiewicz multipliers on T.
Analogously, on the real line, a function m P L8pRq is said to be a Marcinkie-






|dmpξq| ă 8. (1.2)
As in the periodic case, if m is a Marcinkiewicz multiplier, then the corresponding
multiplier operator Tm is bounded on L
ppRq for all 1 ă p ă 8, see, e.g., Theorem
6, Chapter IV in [59].
1
Marcinkiewicz multiplier operators are not L1-bounded. In [62], Tao and
Wright studied the mapping properties of the class of Marcinkiewicz multiplier
operators “near” L1pRq. In particular, Tao and Wright proved that Marcinkiewicz
multipliers map the (real) Hardy space H1pRq to L1,8pRq and they locally map
L log1{2 L to L1,8. Moreover, it is shown in [62] that these results are sharp1. By
adapting the argument of Tao and Wright to the periodic setting, one can show
that Marcinkiewicz multiplier operators acting on functions defined over the torus
map the (real) Hardy space H1pTq to L1,8pTq and L log1{2 LpTq to L1,8pTq. The
















|fpxq| log1{2p1` |fpxq|qdx (1.4)
can be regarded as rudimentary prototypes of the aforementioned endpoint results
of Tao and Wright on Marcinkiewicz multiplier operators. More precisely, as we
will see in Chapter 3, (1.3) and (1.4) can be obtained by using the square function
characterisations of H1pTq and L log1{2 LpTq, the latter being established by Tao
and Wright in [62].
In the two-dimensional case, the class of two-parameter Marcinkiewicz multi-
pliers on R2 is defined as follows.
Definition 1.1.1 (Two-parameter Marcinkiewicz multipliers). Denote by I the
class of all intervals of the form ˘r2k, 2k`1q, k P Z, where ´r2k, 2k`1q is the
interval p´2k`1,´2ks.
Assume that m is a bounded function on R2 that is C2 in all rectangles I ˆJ ,













|B1B2mpξ, ηq|dξdη ď A,
then m is called a two-parameter Marcinkiewicz multiplier on R2.
Similarly, one defines the class of n-parameter Marcinkiewicz multipliers over
Rk1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Rkn , n ě 2. It is well-known that multi-parameter Marcinkiewicz
multiplier operators are bounded on Lp for all 1 ă p ă 8, see2 e.g. Theorem 6’
in Chapter IV of [59].
1In particular, there exist Marcinkiewicz multiplier operators on R that do not map H1pRq
to L1,qpRq for any q ă 8 and there are Marcinkiewicz multiplier operators on R that do not
locally map L logr L to L1,8 for r ă 1{2. See section 3 in [62].
2Originally this theorem was stated and proved by Marcinkiewicz for multipliers acting on
functions defined over the two-torus, see [38, Theorem 2].
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1.2 Overview of the thesis
The present thesis is motivated by the problem of understanding the mapping
properties of two-parameter Marcinkiewicz multipliers “near” L1. More precisely,
two-parameter Marcinkiewicz multiplier operators do not map L1pR2q to L1,8pR2q
and the main question is to understand for which subspaces X of L1, one has
}Tmpfq}L1,8 ď Cm}f}X
globally or locally, where Tm is a two-parameter Marcinkiewicz multiplier opera-
tor. As it was briefly mentioned above, the endpoint mapping properties of one-
dimensional Marcinkiewicz multiplier operators are connected with the classical
inequalities of Paley and Zygmund. Hence, motivated by this fact, in Chapters
3 and 4 we study variants of (1.3) and (1.4) and in Chapter 5 we study map-
ping properties of the classical multi-parameter Littlewood-Paley square function,
which can essentially be regarded as a model Marcinkiewicz multiplier operator.
More specifically, this thesis is organised as follows.
• In Chapter 2 we give some background and preliminairies needed for the
main chapters of the thesis. In section 2.2 we briefly present Hardy spaces
and some of their characterisations that will be used in Chapters 3, 4, and
5. In section 2.3 we give some basic facts about the spaces L logr L and
expL1{r that appear in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 and in section 2.4 we present
basic definitions and results regarding thin sets in harmonic analysis, such
as Λppq sets and Sidon sets.
• Chapter 3 is based on the author’s work [3] and it focuses on variants of
the classical inequalities of Paley and Zygmund. In particular, in section
3.2 the notion of Sidon weights is introduced and it is shown that tensor
products of Sidon weights are multipliers from L logn{2 LpG1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Gnq
to L2pG1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Gnq, Gj being compact abelian groups, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n. In
section 3.3 we prove that the class of all multipliers from H1pTq to L2pTq
is properly contained in the class of all multipliers from L log1{2 LpTq to
L2pTq and as a consequence of this multiplier inclusion theorem we exhibit
a multiplier from L log1{2 LpTq to L2pTq which is not a Sidon weight. In
section 3.4 we prove an analogous inclusion theorem on the real line and in
the last section we obtain higher-dimensional extensions of a theorem due
to Bonami.
• In Chapter 4 we extend the multiplier inclusion theorem of Chapter 3 to
higher dimensions. In particular, the main result of Chapter 4 is that
the class of all multipliers from the n-parameter Hardy space H1prodpTnq to
L2pTnq is properly contained in the class of all multipliers from L logn{2 LpTnq
to L2pTnq. Chapter 4 is based on the author’s work [4].
• In Chapter 5 we study mapping properties of the Littlewood-Paley square
function “near” L1. More specifically, in section 5.2 we give a new proof to a
theorem of Bourgain concerning the behaviour of the operator norm of the
3
classical Littlewood-Paley square function as pÑ 1` and in section 5.3 we
extend this result to higher dimensions. In sections 5.4 and 5.5 we obtain
sharp weak-type inequalities for the Littlewood-Paley square function in
the periodic and in the euclidean setting, respectively and in section 5.6 we
prove that the Littlewood-Paley square function does not map the product





This chapter is devoted to the background needed for Chapters 3, 4, and 5. More
specifically, in section 2.2 we briefly present Hardy spaces and state their charac-
terisations in terms of Littlewood-Paley square functions and atomic decomposi-
tions. Section 2.3 focuses on the Zygmund classes L logr L and expL1{r, r ą 0.
As these classes of functions can be realised either as Orlicz spaces or as Lorentz-
Zygmund spaces, in subsections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 we present basic definitions and
facts concerning Orlicz spaces and Lorentz-Zygmund spaces, respectively. In the
last section of this chapter we review some standard facts about Sidon sets.
2.2 Hardy spaces
In [30], Hardy showed that given p ą 0 and a holomorphic function f in the




an increasing function of r P r0, 1q. Motivated by this result of Hardy, F. Riesz
introduced in [51] the Hardy space HppDq over D (p ą 0) as the class of all
holomorphic functions f on D such that
sup
0ďră1





For f P HppDq, one sets }f}HppDq “ rsup0ďră1 hppf, rqs1{p, p ą 0. For p ě 1, the
Hardy space HppDq can be identified with the class of all f P LppTq such that
pfpnq “ 0 for all n ă 0, see e.g. Chapter III in [34]. For p ě 1, we shall refer to the
latter space as the analytic Hardy space Hp on the torus and denote it by HpApTq,
namely HpApTq “ tf P LppTq : pfpnq “ 0 for all n ă 0u. In the multi-parameter
case, one defines HppDnq analogously. If p ě 1, then HppDnq may be identified
with the space of all functions f P LppTnq such that suppp pfq Ă Nn0 . We denote
this space by HpApTnq. For p ě 1, it can easily be seen that pH
p
ApTnq, } ¨ }LppTnqq
is a closed subspace of pLppTnq, } ¨ }LppTnqq and hence it is a Banach space.
Similarly, if R2` “ tx` iy P C : y ą 0u is the upper-half plane, then for p ą 0
one defines the analytic Hardy spaces HpppR2`qnq as the space of all holomorphic
5





|fpx1 ` iy1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xn ` iynq|
pdx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dxn ă 8.
The present thesis mainly focuses on the so-called real-variable Hardy spaces
H1 or simply real Hardy spaces H1 on Tn and Rn. For t ą 0 and x P Rd, the
Poisson kernel on Rd is given by
P
pdq




where cd “ Γrpd ` 1q{2s{pπ
pd`1q{2q. For x P Rd, let Γpxq denote the cone Γpxq “
tpy, tq P Rd ˆ p0,8q : |x ´ y| ď tu. Then, following [24], the n-parameter Hardy
space H1prodpRd1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Rdnq over Rd1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Rdn is the space of all functions f
in L1pRd1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Rdnq such that f˚ P L1pRd1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Rdnq, where




t1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b P
pdnq
tn qpy1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ynq|.
We set }f}H1prodpRd1ˆ¨¨¨ˆRdn q “ }f
˚}L1pRd1ˆ¨¨¨ˆRdn q. If d1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ dn “ 1, we simply
write H1prodpRnq.
Similarly, in the periodic setting, the n-parameter Hardy space H1pTnq, n P N,
is defined to be the space of all integrable functions f on the n-torus such that
f˚ P L1pTnq, where
f˚px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq “ sup
r1ei2πy1PΓpx1q,¨¨¨ ,rnei2πynPΓpxnq
|f ˚ pPr1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Prnqpy1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ynq|,
for x “ px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq P Tn. In the periodic setting, Prpxq denotes the Poisson
kernel on T given by
Prpxq “
1´ r2
1´ 2r cosp2πxq ` r2
,
x P T, 0 ă r ă 1 and for x P T, Γpxq “ tz P D : |z ´ ei2πx| ď 2p1 ´ |z|qu. One
then defines }f}H1pTnq “ }f
˚}L1pTnq.
It is well-known that in the above definitions of the real Hardy spaces in
euclidean spaces1 one can replace the Poisson kernel by any approximation of the
identity φεpxq “ ε
´dφpε´1xq, where φ P C8c pRdq is such that
ş
Rd φ “ 1. Moreover,
it can easily be seen that the analytic Hardy spaces can be regarded as subspaces
of the corresponding real Hardy spaces, see, e.g., p.132 in [60] for the case of the
real line and for the multi-parameter setting, see [24] and [29].
There are several characterisations of Hardy spaces. In the following two sub-
sections we briefly present the Littlewood-Paley square function characterisation
as well as the atomic decomposition of Hardy spaces. For more details on charac-
terisations of one-parameter Hardy spaces, we refer the reader to Chapters III and
IV of [60], Chapter 6 of [27], and Chapters I and III of [26]. For characterisations
of multi-parameter Hardy spaces, see [18], [24], and [29].
1A similar remark holds in the periodic setting, see [29].
6
2.2.1 Square function characterisation of Hardy spaces
The Littlewood-Paley square function characterisation of Hardy spaces was ob-
tained by Stein in [58] as a consequence of the following multiplier theorem [58,
Théorème 4].
Theorem 2.2.1 (Stein’s multiplier theorem for p “ 1, [58]). Let η be a C8c pRq
function supported away from the origin and such that
ř
nPZrηp2
´nξqs2 “ 1 for
every ξ ‰ 0.
For panqnPZ P `






and denote its restriction to the integers by rm.
Then, the multiplier operator Tm acting on functions on R is bounded on
H1pRq and the corresponding periodic multiplier operator T
rm is bounded on H
1pTq.
The above result was originally stated for η being even, supported in ˘r1, 3s
such that η|r3{2,2s ” 1 and affine on r1, 3{2s and on r3{2, 2s and for analytic Hardy
spaces. In such a case, the multipliers are in fact HpA-bounded for all p ą 2{3. The
proof of Theorem 2.2.1 is based on characterisations of Hardy spaces in terms of
area integrals. For more details see [58] and Chapter VII in [59]. An alternative
proof of Theorem 2.2.1 by using the atomic decomposition of Hardy spaces can
be found in [19].
For η P C8c pRq as in the statement of Theorem 2.2.1 and n P Z, the corre-
sponding smooth Littlewood-Paley projection r∆n is given by
pr∆npfqq
p
pξq “ ηp2´nξq pfpξq








for all f in SpRq. Similarly, in the periodic setting, for n P N0, the n-th“smooth”














A corollary of the aforementioned multiplier theorem of Stein is the smooth
Littlewood-Paley square function characterisation of H1, see [58, Théorème 5].
More specifically, a function f P L1pRq with zero integral belongs to H1pRq if and
7
only if, rSRpfq P L
1pRq and moreover,
}f}H1pRq „ }rSRpfq}L1pRq.
Similarly, in the periodic setting, one has
}f}H1pTq „ }rSTpfq}L1pTq.
Analogous characterisations hold in the multi-parameter setting. The smooth





|r∆k1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b r∆knpfq|
2
˘1{2
and it is initially defined for f P SpRnq. In the periodic case, if g is a trigonometric









Then, a function f P L1pRnq with zero integral with respect to each variable






2.2.2 Atomic decomposition of Hardy spaces
In the one-parameter case, we say that aQ is an H
1pRnq-atom associated to a cube
Q in Rn if and only if, supppaQq Ă Q,
ş
Q
aQ “ 0, and }aQ}L2pQq ď |Q|
´1{2. It is
well-known that a function f belongs to H1pRnq if and only if there is a sequence
of scalars pλkqkPN P `
1pNq and a sequence of H1pRnq-atoms paQkqkPN such that
f “
ř
kPN λkaQk , where the convergence is with respect to the H
1-norm and it is
unconditional, see e.g. Chapter III in [60].
Let R “ I ˆ J be a dyadic rectangle in Rk1 ˆ Rk2 , where I is a dyadic cube
in Rk1 and J is a dyadic cube in Rk2 . Following [22], we say that a function aR









1qdy1 “ 0 for every x P I. We
define H1rectpRk1ˆRk2q to be the space spanned by the class of all rectangle atoms
on Rk1 ˆ Rk2 , namely




λRnaRn : aRn is a rectangle atom and
ÿ
nPN
|λRn | ă 8
(
.
It had been conjectured that the product Hardy space H1prodpRk1 ˆ Rk2q can be
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generated by using rectangle atoms. In [14] Carleson disproved that and some
years later, in [16] and [17], Chang and R. Fefferman showed that H1prodpRk1ˆRk2q
is indeed an atomic space but the atoms needed to span the product Hardy space
H1prodpRk1 ˆ Rk2q are more involved.
Definition 2.2.2 (H1prodpRk1 ˆ Rk2q-atoms, [22]). A measurable function aΩ is
said to be an H1prodpRk1 ˆ Rk2q-atom associated to some open set Ω Ă Rk1 ˆ Rk2
of finite measure if and only if:
1. aΩ is supported in Ω
˚ “ tpx, yq P Rk1ˆRk2 : MSχΩpx, yq ą 1{2k1`k2u, where
MS denotes the strong maximal function.
2. }aΩ}L2pRk1ˆRk2 q ď C|Ω|
´1{2, where C ą 0 is an absolute constant.
3. aΩ can be further decomposed as aΩ “
ř
RPMpΩq aR, where MpΩq is the
set of all maximal dyadic rectangles in Ω and each aR has the following
properties:
• aR is supported in 2R, where 2R denotes the rectangle concentric to R
and dilated by 2.
•
ş
Rk1 aRpx, yqdx “ 0 for each y P R
k2 and
ş










In [16] and [17], Chang and R. Fefferman proved that H1prodpRk1 ˆ Rk2q ad-
mits an atomic decomposition in terms of H1prodpRk1 ˆ Rk2q-atoms, namely f P
H1prodpRk1 ˆRk2q if and only if there exists a sequence of H1prodpRk1 ˆRk2q-atoms
pakqkPN and a sequence of scalars pλkqkPN P `














In the periodic setting, a function a is said to be an H1pTq-atom if it is
either a constant function2 on T or if a is supported in a dyadic interval I Ă T,
has mean zero and }aI}L2pTq ď |I|
´1{2. See, e.g., [19], [26], [35]. In the two-
parameter case, one needs to consider constant functions on T2 and “essentially
one-dimensional atoms”, that is functions defined on T2 that are constant in
one variable apx, yq “ aIpxq (or apx, yq “ aIpyq), aI is supported in a dyadic
interval I Ă T, has mean zero and }aI}L2pTq ď |I|´1{2. We define H1rectpT2q to
be the space spanned by rectangle atoms associated to dyadic rectangles in T2,
constant functions on T2 and “essentially one-dimensional atoms” on T2. One can
show that the product Hardy space H1prodpT2q admits an atomic decomposition
analogous to the one presented above for H1prodpR2q and H1rectpT2q is a proper
subspace of H1prodpT2q.
2Note that, unlike the euclidean case, functions in H1pTq need not have integral equal to 0.
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2.2.3 Paley’s theorem and multipliers from Hardy spaces
to L2
Let Λ “ pλnqnPN be a lacunary sequence of positive integers, namely Λ Ă N and
infnPNtλn`1{λnu ą 1.
In [46], Paley proved that for every function f in the analytic Hardy space
H1ApTq, p pfpnqqnPΛ is square summable. Since pH1ApTq, } ¨ }L1pTqq is a Banach space,
by using the closed graph theorem, it follows that Paley’s theorem is equivalent










A version of Paley’s theorem for the real Hardy space H1pTq states that if Λ is






ď C 1Λ}f}H1pTq. (2.4)
Both of these versions of Paley’s theorem, i.e. (2.3) and (2.4) can be obtained
either by using the atomic decomposition or by using the square function char-
acterisation of the corresponding Hardy spaces.
The aforementioned result of Paley can also be stated as follows. if Λ Ă N is
lacunary, then χΛ is a multiplier from H
1
ApTq to L2pTq. In 1937, in [31], Hardy and






|mpnq|2 ă 8, (2.5)
then M “ pmpnqqnPN0 is a multiplier from H
1
ApTq to L2pTq. In the opposite
direction, in 1957, Rudin proved in [52] that if χΛ is a multiplier from H
1
ApTq to




#tΛX rN, 2N su ă 8. (2.6)
Note that Λ Ă N satisfies condition (2.6) if and only if Λ can be written as a
finite union of lacunary sequences. In [21], Duren and Shields extended Rudin’s
result showing that in fact every multiplier M “ pmpnqqnPN0 from H
1
ApTq to L2pTq
necessarily satisfies (2.5). An analogous characterisation holds for the class of all
multipliers from H1pTq to L2pTq, namely
MH1pTqÑL2pTq “
 







In 1979, D. Oberlin extended the aforementioned results to higher dimensions,
[43, Theorem 1]. In particular, it follows by the work of D. Oberlin3 that a
3In fact, in [43] the characterisation of the classMH1ApT2qÑL2pT2q is given, but the argument
can be readily extended to the class MH1prodpTnqÑL2pTnq.
10








|mpk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , knq|
2
ă 8. (2.7)
D. Oberlin’s proof makes use of the square function characterisation of H1 and
the argument of Duren and Shields, given in [21], suitably adapted to the product
setting.
A corollary of the above characterisation of the class MH1prodpTnqÑL2pTnq is
the following higher-dimensional version of Paley’s inequality, [43, Corollary of
Theorem 1]; if Λ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Λn are lacunary sequences in N, then there exists a constant








For other variants of Paley’s inequality see, e.g., [8], [25], [37], [54, Theorem
8.6], [63], and the references therein.
2.3 The spaces L logr L and expL1{r
Let pX,A, µq be a measure space with µpXq ă 8. In this thesis we shall work
with the classes L logr LpXq and expL1{rpXq, r ą 0 defined as follows. The class
L logr LpXq consists of all A-measurable functions f such that
ż
X
|fpxq| logrp1` |fpxq|qdµpxq ă 8
and exp1{r LpXq is the class of all A-measurable functions f such that there exists
a λ “ λpfq ą 0 so that expp|f{λ|1{rq is µ-integrable. The class L logr LpXq is
often referred to as the Zygmund class in the literature4.
2.3.1 Orlicz spaces
Following [6], if φ : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q is an increasing, left-continuous function with
φp0q “ 0 and such that limxÑ8 φpxq “ 8, then the function Φ : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q
given by Φpxq “
şx
0
φpx1qdx1 is said to be a Young’s function5.
Given a Young’s function Φ and a measure space pX,A, µq with µpXq ă 8,
we define the Orlicz class ΦpXq associated to Φ as the space of all A-measurable




4Strictly speaking, the class L logLpXq is originally referred to as Zygmund’s class.
5In literature, Young’s functions are also called N -functions, see [36] for example. Also,
instead of left-continuous we may consider right-continuous functions.
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for some λ “ λpfq ą 0. If we equip ΦpXq with the norm




then pΦpXq, } ¨ }ΦpXqq becomes a Banach space, see e.g. Theorem 8.9 in Chapter
4 of [6]. Moreover, if f is not µ-a.e. zero, then the infimum is attained, namely
one has in this case







φpx1qdx1 be a Young’s function. Define rφ : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q to be
the left-continuous inverse of φ, namely rφpyq “ inftx ě 0 : φpxq ě yu for y ě 0.
One can easily check that
r
rφ “ φ and rΦpyq “
şy
0
rφpy1qdy1 is a Young’s function.
Given a Young’s function Φ, we say that rΦ is the complementary Young’s function
of Φ. Furthermore, Young’s inequality, see, e.g. Theorem 8.12 in Chapter 4 of
[6], asserts that
xy ď Φpxq ` rΦpyq (2.8)
for all x, y ě 0, whenever Φ and rΦ are Young’s functions as above. In (2.8)












See Theorem 8.12 in Chapter 4 of [6].
The aforementioned classes L logr LpXq and expL1{rpXq, r ą 0 can be realised
as Orlicz spaces associated to Young’s functions growing like Φrpxq „ x log
r x and
Ψrpxq „ exppx
1{rq as x Ñ 8, respectively. The precise definition of Φr and Ψr
is of no importance. Indeed, if F1 and F2 are two Young’s functions such that
F1pxq À F2pxq and F1pxq À F2pxq for all sufficiently large x, then F1pXq “ F2pXq
and }f}F1pXq „ }f}F2pXq, see, e.g., p13.7q in [36]. For instance, for L log
r LpXq we
consider the Young’s function Φrpxq “ xr1 ` logpx ` 1qs
r, x ě 0. Note that for
r ě 1 one may consider the Young’s function x ÞÑ x logrpx ` 1q instead of Φr.
For the exponential class expL1{rpXq, if 0 ă r ď 1 we set Ψrpxq “ exppx
1{rq ´ 1,
x ě 0. Note that for r ą 1, the function x ÞÑ exppx1{rq ´ 1 is not convex in the
whole of r0,8q and so, it is not a Young’s function. For r ą 1, we may take
Ψrpxq “
#
0, if 0 ď x ď pr ´ 1qr
exppx1{rq ´ r´1pr ´ 1q1´r exppr ´ 1qx´ r´1 exppr ´ 1q, if x ą pr ´ 1qr.
Notice that, as Φrpxq “ xr1` logpx` 1qs
r, x ě 0 satisfies the doubling condition






is a linear function space, see Proposition 8.5 in Chapter 4 of [6], and hence, it is
equal to the corresponding Orlicz class
ΦrpXq “ tf :
ż
X
Φrp|fpxq|{λqdx ă 8 for some λ ą 0u.
Therefore, the function space ΦrpXq equals to the Zygmund class
6
L logr LpXq “ tf :
ż
X
|fpxq| logrp1` |fpxq|qdµpxq ă 8u.
Hence, instead of pΦrpXq, } ¨ }ΦrpXqq, we may write pL log
r LpXq, } ¨ }ΦrpXqq.
It is well-known that pL logr LpXq, } ¨ }ΦrpXqq and pexpL
1{rpXq, } ¨ }ΨrpXqq can
be put in duality. More specifically, if rΨr denotes the complementary Young’s
function of Ψr, then it is a standard fact that
rΨrpxq „ xr1` logp1` xqs
r (2.10)
for all sufficiently large x and so, by [36, Theorem 3.2],
rΦrpxq „ Ψrpxq (2.11)




























The proof of (2.10) is elementary. Assume that r ą 1, the case 0 ă r ď 1 is






´1x´1`1{r exppx1{rq ´ r´1pr ´ 1q1´r exppr ´ 1q
and so, there exists an ar ą pr ´ 1q
r such that
1 ă p2rq´1x´1`1{r exppx1{rq ď ψrpxq ď r
´1x´1`1{r exppx1{rq
6Note that for all r ą 0 one has
ş
X
|fpxq|r1 ` logp1 ` |fpxq|qsrdµpxq ă 8 if and only if,
ş
X
|fpxq| logrp1 ` |fpxq|qdµpxq ă 8 and, moreover, for r ě 1 the function x ÞÑ x logrpx ` 1q,
x ě 0 is a Young’s function.
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for all x ě ar. Hence,
0 ă ´ logp2rq`p´1`1{rq log x`x1{r ď logpψrpxqq ď ´ logprq`p´1`1{rq log x`x
1{r
for all x ě ar and so, there is a positive real number br ą ar such that
2´1x1{r ď logpψrpxqq ď x
1{r (2.16)
for all x ě br. To show the right-hand side of (2.10), namely to prove that
rΨrpxq À xr1 ` logpx ` 1qs
r for all sufficiently large x, let rψr denote the left-
continuous inverse of ψr and let yr be such that rψrpyrq “ br, br being as above.
Then, by (2.16), we have
rψrpyq “ x ď 2
r logr y ď 2rrlogr y ` r logr´1 ys
for every y ě yr. Therefore, there exists a y
1















rlogrpy1q ` r logr´1py1qsdy1









for all y ě y1r, where Φrpxq “ xr1 ` logpx ` 1qs
r, x ě 0. The proof of the other
estimate in (2.10), i.e. rΨrpxq Á Φrpxq for sufficiently large x, is similar. For more
details on Orlicz spaces, we refer the reader to the books [6], [36], and [65].
2.3.2 Lorentz-Zygmund spaces
Let pX,A, µq be a σ-finite measure space. The decreasing rearrangement of an
A-measurable function f is the function f˚ : r0,8q Ñ r0,8s given by
f˚ptq “ inf
 
λ ą 0 : µptx P X : |fpxq| ą λuq ď t
(
with the convention that infH “ 8.
For 0 ă p ă 8 and 0 ă q ă 8, the Lorentz space Lp,qpXq is defined as the










Note that for p “ q ě 1 we recover the usual Lp spaces; }f}Lp,ppXq “ }f}LppXq.




For p “ q “ 8, we make the convention that }f}L8,8pXq “ }f}L8pXq.
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Assume now that µpXq “ 1. For 0 ă p ă 8, 0 ă q ă 8 and ´8 ă r ă 8, the
Lorentz-Zygmund space Lp,q logr LpXq is the class of all A-measurable functions
f such that









and for q “ 8, Lp,8 logr LpXq is the space of all A-measurable functions f such
that
}f}Lp,8 logr LpXq “ sup
tPr0,1s
tt1{pp1´ log tqrf˚ptqu ă 8.
In the case where p “ q “ 1 and r ą 0, we have }f}L1,1 logr LpXq ă 8 if and only
if, f P L logr LpXq and hence, we simply write L logr LpXq. Moreover, the norm




is equivalent to the corresponding one given above, that is }f}L1,1 logr LpXq „
}f}L logr LpXq and the space pL log
r Lpxq, } ¨ }L logr LpXqq is Banach, see [5, The-
orem 8.3]. Furthermore, one has, see the proof of [5, Lemma 10.1] that if
}f}L logr LpXq “ 1, then
ż
X
|fpxq|r1` logp1` |fpxq|qsrdµpxq Àr 1
and if }f}ΦrpXq “ 1, then
ż 1
0
f˚ptq logrp1{tqdt Àr 1.
One can easily see that these two facts imply that }f}ΦrpXq „ }f}L logr LpXq. So,
pL logr LpXq, } ¨ }L logr LpXqq and pL log
r LpXq, } ¨ }ΦrpXqq are equivalent. Thus,
the Zygmund class L logr LpXq “ tf :
ş
X
|fpxq| logrp1 ` |fpxq|qdµpxq ă 8u can
be regarded either as a Lorentz-Zygmund space or as an Orlicz space and the
corresponding Banach spaces pL logr LpXq, } ¨ }L logr LpXqq, pL log
r LpXq, } ¨ }ΦrpXqq
are equivalent.
2.4 Thin sets in Harmonic Analysis
Let G be a compact abelian group whose dual is denoted by pG.
In this thesis, we focus on compact abelian groups G such that pG is countable.
For basic facts on harmonic analysis on groups, see [54].
If a function f P L1pGq is such that suppp pfq is finite, then f is said to be a
trigonometric polynomial on G.
If Λ is an non-empty subset of pG, then every trigonometric polynomial f on
G such that suppp pfq Ă Λ is called a Λ-polynomial.
Definition 2.4.1 (Λppq sets). Let p ą 2. We say that Λ Ă pG is a Λppq set if and
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only if, there exists a constant App,Λq ą 0 such that
}f}LppGq ď App,Λq}f}L2pGq
for every Λ-polynomial f . The smallest constant App,Λq such that the above
inequality holds is called the Λppq constant of Λ.
Recall from subsection 2.2.3 that a sequence Λ “ pλnqnPN in N is called lacu-
nary if ρΛ “ infnPNtλn`1{λnu ą 1. The number ρΛ is said to be the ratio of the
lacunary sequence Λ.
A classical result of Zygmund [64] asserts that lacunary sequences in N are
Λppq sets for all p ą 2 and their Λppq constants grow like p1{2 as pÑ 8. Namely,
Zygmund proved in [64] that if Λ “ pλnqnPN is a lacunary sequence in N, then




for every Λ-polynomial f . By duality (and properties of expL1{2pTq), see ap-










|fpxq| log1{2p1` |fpxq|qdx`BΛ, (2.18)
see Theorem 7.6 in Chapter XII of [65]. In what follows, we shall refer to (2.18) as
Zygmund’s inequality. Moreover, the constants CΛ, AΛ and BΛ in (2.17), (2.18)
respectively depend only on the ratio ρΛ “ infnPNtλn`1{λnu of Λ.
Remark 2.4.2. By using a scaling argument one can show that p2.18q is equiv-







where, for instance, one may take Φ1{2pxq “ xr1` logpx` 1qs
1{2, x ě 0.
In [57], Sidon showed that if Λ “ pλnqnPN is a lacunary sequence in N, then
there exists a constant SΛ ą 0 such that
ÿ
nPN
| pfpλnq| ď SΛ}f}L8pTq (2.20)
for every Λ-polynomial f on T. As in the theorem of Zygmund mentioned above,
the constant SΛ depends only the ratio ρΛ of Λ.
Motivated by the aforementioned theorem of Sidon, Rudin in his celebrated
paper [53] defined the notion of Sidon sets in Z and in [54] Rudin defined the
notion of Sidon sets in the dual of any compact abelian group. The definition of
Sidon sets in the dual of a compact abelian group is as follows.
Definition 2.4.3 (Sidon sets). Let G be a compact abelian group.
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An infinite set Λ in pG is said to be a Sidon set in pG if there exists a constant
SΛ ą 0 such that
ÿ
γPΛ
| pfpγq| ď SΛ}f}L8pGq (2.21)
for every Λ-polynomial f .
The smallest constant SΛ such that p2.21q holds for every Λ-polynomial f is
called the Sidon constant of Λ.
By Sidon’s theorem, every lacunary sequence is a Sidon set in Z. Moreover,
one can construct Sidon sets in Z that are not finite unions of lacunary sequences,
see e.g. [53, Remark 2.5(3)] and therefore, the class of finite unions of lacunary
sequences is properly contained in the class of Sidon sets in Z. In [53], Rudin
extended Zygmund’s inequality from lacunary sequences to Sidon sets in Z and, in
[54], he extended Zygmund’s inequality to Sidon sets in the dual of any compact
abelian group. In other words, Rudin proved in [54] that if Λ is a Sidon set, then
it is a Λppq set for all p ą 2 with Λppq constant growing like p1{2 as p Ñ 8.
Rudin also conjectured that this property characterises Sidon sets, namely if an
infinite set Λ is a Λppq set for all p ą 2 with Λppq constant growing like p1{2, then
it is necessarily a Sidon set. In 1978, in [48], Pisier proved that this is indeed the
case. Therefore, by combining the aforementioned results of Rudin and Pisier,
it follows by duality that a set Λ is Sidon if and only if χΛ is a multiplier from
L log1{2 LpGq to L2pGq. Furthermore, one can actually obtain a characterisation
of the class of all multipliers from L log1{2 LpGq to L2pGq in the case where G is
a compact group, not necessarily abelian, see [39]. For other proofs of Pisier’s
theorem, see [11] and [13]. For more details on Sidon sets, we refer the reader to
the book [28].
Another class of thin sets is that of q-Rider sets defined as follows. For q ě 1,






ď RΛ,qr|f |s (2.22)
for every Λ-polynomial f . Here, we use the notation














where prγqγ denotes the set of Rademacher functions, see, e.g., Appendix B.
Note that every Sidon set is automatically a 1-Rider set. A classical theorem
of Rider [50] shows that the converse is also true, namely every 1-Rider set is also
a Sidon set.7
It is also well-known that if Λ is a Λppq set for all p ą 2 with Λppq constant
7Originally, Rider stated his result in [50] using Steinhaus trigonometric series instead of
Rademacher trigonometric series. See also Corollary 6.23 in [42]. Moreover, if one defines













, where pgγqγ is a collection of independent gaussian random
variables with mean 0 and variance 1, then r|f |s „ r|f |s1, see Theorem 3.5(i) in Chapter V in
[39].
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growing like pk{2 as p Ñ 8, k P N, then Λ is a q-Rider set with q “ 2k{pk ` 1q,
see [49, Théorème 6.3].
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Chapter 3
Variants of the classical
inequality of Zygmund
3.1 Introduction
As mentioned in section 2.4, Rudin, in [53], extended Zygmund’s inequality from
lacunary sequences in N to Sidon sets in the dual of any compact abelian group.
Furthermore, higher-dimensional versions of Rudin’s extension of Zygmund’s in-
equality are well-known. Namely, if Λj is a Sidon set in the dual of a compact
abelian group Gj, then Λ “ Λ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆΛn satisfies the following “n-dimensional”









|fpxq| logn{2p1` |fpxq|qdx`BΛ, (3.1)
where G “ G1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆGn, see e.g. [9, Chapter VII] or [49, Remarque, p. 24].
The present chapter focuses on variants of Zygmund’s inequality for functions
of one and several variables. To be more specific, in section 3.2 we introduce the
notion of Sidon weights and then we extend (3.1) from products of Sidon sets
to products of Sidon weights. In particular, Sidon weights are multipliers from
L log1{2 L to L2 and hence one can naturally ask whether the converse is true,
namely whether all multipliers from L log1{2 L to L2 are Sidon weights. In section
3.3 we give a negative answer to this question, based on a sharp multiplier in-
clusion theorem for functions defined over the torus. More specifically, in section
3.3 we show that the class of all multipliers from H1pTq to L2pTq is properly
contained in the class of all multipliers from L log1{2 LpTq to L2pTq. Moreover,
the inclusion is sharp in the sense that the exponent r “ 1{2 in L log1{2 LpTq
cannot be improved. As a corollary of this multiplier inclusion theorem, we give
an example of a multiplier inMH1pTqÑL2pTq and hence inML log1{2 LpTqÑL2pTq which
is not a Sidon weight. In section 3.4 we obtain an analogous inclusion theorem
for functions defined on the real line by using a result of Tao and Wright on a
Littlewood-Paley inequality for compactly supported functions in L log1{2 L with
mean zero. In the last section we study some further variants of Zygmund’s
inequality in higher dimensions. In particular, we obtain higher-dimensional ex-
tensions of a classical result of Bonami [10] and as a corollary of our results we
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get a special case of (3.1) for products of lacunary sequences in Z.
This chapter is based on the author’s work [3], submitted for publication.
3.2 Higher-dimensional variants of Zygmund’s
inequality
Our goal in this section is to examine weighted versions of (3.1). More specifically,
given compact abelian groups G1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Gn, we shall obtain a class of multipliers
from L logn{2 LpG1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆGnq to L
2pG1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆGnq that properly contains multipli-
ers of the form χΛ1ˆ¨¨¨ˆΛn , where Λj is a Sidon set in the dual of Gj (j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n).
As mentioned in the previous chapter, we shall focus on compact abelian
groups G whose duals pG are countable.
We begin by defining the notion of Sidon weights which is a weighted analogue
of the notion of Sidon sets.
Definition 3.2.1 (Sidon weights). A function m : pG Ñ C is said to be a Sidon
weight on pG if there exists a positive constant Sm such that
ÿ
γPsupppmq
|mpγq pfpγq| ď Sm}f}L8pGq (3.2)
for every trigonometric polynomial f on G whose spectrum lies in supppmq “
tγ P pG : mpγq ‰ 0u.
Note that, by (3.2), every Sidon weight is a bounded function on pG, in par-
ticular, |mpγq| ď Sm for every γ P supppmq. Moreover, if Λ is a Sidon set in
the dual of G, then every bounded function supported in Λ is a Sidon weight.
Furthermore, note that the sequence M “ pmpnqqnPZ given by mp0q “ 0 and
mpnq “ n´2 for n ‰ 0 is a Sidon weight on Z. Therefore, the notion of Sidon
weights extends that of Sidon sets.
In [39] it is shown that a bounded function is a multiplier from L log1{2 LpGq
to L2pGq, if and only if,
ÿ
γP pG
|mpγq pfpγq| ď Cmr|f |s (3.3)




pfpγqγ is ω´almost surely in CpGqu,
where prγqγ denotes the set of Rademacher functions and r|f |s is as in section
2.4. It is clear that every Sidon weight on pG automatically satisfies (3.3) and
hence, Sidon weights are multipliers from L log1{2 LpGq to L2pGq. As mentioned
in section 2.4, in the unweighted setting, a classical result of Rider [50] asserts
that if for every Λ-polynomial f one has
ÿ
γPΛ
| pfpγq| ď RΛr|f |s,
then Λ is a Sidon set. Therefore, the following question arises. Does Rider’s
result hold in the weighted setting? In other words, is it true that every multiplier
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from L log1{2 LpGq to L2pGq is necessarily a Sidon weight? In the next section
we shall give a negative answer to this question.
In the rest of this section we focus on weighted variants of (3.1). In the
“one-dimensional” case, by adapting the argument of Rudin [53] that extends
Zygmund’s inequality to Sidon sets, one can show that Sidon weights are mul-
tipliers from L log1{2 LpGq to L2pGq without appealing to the aforementioned
characterisation of the class ML log1{2 LpGqÑL2pGq. Indeed, towards this aim, the
first step is to obtain the following proposition, which is a weighted version of a
well-known characterisation of Sidon sets [53, Theorem 5.7.3].
Proposition 3.2.2 (Characterisation of Sidon weights). Let G be a compact
abelian group and let m : pGÑ C be a function. Put Λm “ tγ P pG : mpγq ‰ 0u.
The following are equivalent:
1. m is a Sidon weight.
2. For every function f P CpGq with suppp pfq Ă Λm one has
ÿ
γPΛm
|mpγq pfpγq| ă 8.
3. For every bounded function b : pG Ñ C supported in a subset of Λm there
exists a measure νb PMpGq such that:
• pνbpγq “ bpγq|mpγq| for every γ P Λm and
• }νb} ď Cm}b}L8pΛmq, where Cm ą 0 is a constant that depends only on
m and not on b.
Proof. The proof of this proposition is a straightforward adaptation of the cor-
responding one given by Rudin in [53] and [54] and we include it here for the
convenience of the reader.
Denote by CΛmpGq the space of all continuous functions on G with spectrum
in Λm, i.e. CΛmpGq “ tf P CpGq : suppp pfq Ă Λmu.
p1q ùñ p2q. Consider an f P CΛmpGq and take γ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , γN P pG. Let ε ą 0. Then,
by [54, Theorem 2.6.8], there exists a trigonometric polynomial k on G such that








|mpγnq pfpγnqpkpγnq| ď Sm}f ˚ k}L8pGq.
Since }f ˚ k}L8pGq ď }f}L8pGq}k}L1pGq ă p1` εq}f}L8pGq, it follows that for every




|mpγnq pfpγnq| ď Sm}f}L8pGq
and we thus deduce that p2q holds.
p2q ùñ p1q. First of all note that CΛmpGq endowed with the } ¨ }L8pGq-norm is a
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closed subspace of CpGq and hence, pCΛmpGq, }¨}L8pGqq is a Banach space. Indeed,
to see that CΛmpGq is a closed subspace of CpGq with respect to the} ¨ }L8pGq-
norm, let pfkqkPN be a sequence in CΛmpGq that converges to some f with respect
to } ¨ }L8pGq. So, f P CpGq and for every ε ą 0 there exists an N P N such that
}f ´ fk}L8pGq ă ε whenever k ą N . We need to show that f P CΛmpGq, namely,
for every γ R Λ we have pfpγq “ 0. For this, note that if γ R Λm, then
| pfpγq| “ | pfpγq ´ pfkpγq| ď }f ´ fk}L1pGq ď }f ´ fk}L8pGq ă ε
for every ε ą 0. Therefore, pfpγq “ 0 for each γ R Λm and thus, f P CΛmpGq.
Assume that p2q holds. Define L1Λmpmq to be the set of all complex-valued
functions α on pG such that:





If we equip L1Λmpmq with the norm }¨}L1Λm pmq





then pL1Λmpmq, } ¨ }L1Λm pmq
q is a Banach space. Next, consider the linear map
T : CΛmpGq Ñ L
1
Λm
pmq by f ÞÑ p pfpγqqγPΛm , which is well-defined thanks to p2q.





by using the closed graph theorem. For this, let pfkqkPN Ă CΛmpGq be such that:
• fk Ñ 0 in } ¨ }L8pGq-norm and




We need to show that c ” 0. To this end, note that for each γ P Λm one has





As mpγq ‰ 0 when γ P Λm “ tγ P pG : mpγq ‰ 0u, then, by our assumptions,
we deduce that for every ε ą 0 there exists an N P N such that for all k ą N ,
}fk}L8pGq ă p2|mpγq|q
´1ε and } pfk ´ c}L1Λm pmq
ă ε{2. Hence, |cpγqmpγq| ă ε for
every ε ą 0 and since mpγq ‰ 0, we conclude that cpγq “ 0.
Therefore, T is bounded and so, there exists a constant B ą 0, depending only
on m, such that }T pfq}L1Λm pmq
ď B}f}L8pGq for every f P CΛmpGq. In particular,
for every Λm-polynomial f one has
ÿ
γPΛm
|mpγq pfpγq| ď B}f}L8pGq.
p3q ùñ p2q. Let f P CΛmpGq. Consider the bounded function b : pG Ñ C given
by bpγq “ ei argt
pfpγqu, γ P suppp pfq and bpγq “ 0 otherwise. It follows by p3q that
there exists a measure νb P MpGq such that pνbpγq “ bpγq|mpγq| for all γ P Λm.
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Let tγ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , γNu be a finite subset of suppp pfq and let ε ą 0. As above, there is
a trigonometric polynomial k on G such that pkpγnq “ 1 for n “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N and


























|mpγnq pfpγnq| ď }f ˚ k}L8pGq}νb} ď p1` εqCm}f}L8pGq.
and so, we deduce that
ÿ
γP pG
|mpγq pfpγq| ď Cm}f}L8pGq ă 8,
as desired.
p1q ùñ p3q. Let b be a bounded function on pG supported in Λm. Let Λb denote





If p1q holds, then Λb is well-defined and satisfies |Λbpfq| ď Sm}b}L8p pGq}f}L8pGq for
every f lying in the subspace of CpGq consisting of all Λm-polynomials. Hence,
by the Hahn-Banach theorem, there exists an extension of Λb to a continuous
linear functional on all of CpGq with norm at most Sm}b}L8p pGq. Hence, there
exists a measure ν PMpGq with }ν} ď Sm}b}L8p pGq and such that
ż
G




for all Λm-polynomials f . If γ P Λm, then, by using the above equation for
fpxq “ γpxq, we deduce that pνpγq “ bpγq|mpγq|.
Having obtained the above characterisation of Sidon weights, by using a stan-
dard adaptation of Rudin’s argument to higher dimensions, we prove the following
weighted variant of (3.1).
Proposition 3.2.3. Let G1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Gn be compact abelian groups. For j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n,
let mj : xGj Ñ C be Sidon weights.
Set G “ G1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Gn and m “ m1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b mn. Then there are positive










|fpxq| logn{2p1` |fpxq|qdx`Bm. (3.4)
In particular, m “ m1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bmn is a multiplier from L log
n{2 LpGq to L2pGq.
Proof. The argument is standard. For the unweighted multi-dimensional case,
see e.g. [9, Chapter VII]. The idea is to use duality (see Appendix A), multi-
dimensional Khintchine’s inequality (see, e.g., (B.2) in Appendix B) and Propo-
sition 3.2.2.
To be more specific, by duality, to prove (3.4), it suffices to show that for every
finite sequence of complex-valued scalars paγqγP pG the trigonometric polynomial g















for all p ą 2, where Cm ą 0 is an absolute constant that depends only on m and
not on paγqγP pG. For this, fix a p ą 2 and a finite sequence of scalars paγqγP pG. Let
Λj “ supppmjq Ă xGj, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n. Hence, supppmq “ Λ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Λn and we
write











γ1px1q ¨ ¨ ¨ γnpxnq.
For ω P r0, 1sn consider the following “randomised” trigonometric polynomial gω
associated to g










γ1px1q ¨ ¨ ¨ γnpxnq,
where, for j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n, prγjqγjPΛj denotes the set of Rademacher functions on
r0, 1s indexed by Λj. Notice that for every ω “ pω1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ωnq P r0, 1s
n we may
write
gpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq “
ÿ
pγ1,¨¨¨ ,γnqPΛ1ˆ¨¨¨ˆΛn







γ1px1q ¨ ¨ ¨ γnpxnq.
For j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n, define b
pjq
ωj : Λj Ñ R by b
pjq
ωj pγjq “ rγjpωjq, γj P Λj. Then, by
Proposition 3.2.2, there exists a measure ν
pjq





ωj pγjq|mjpγjq| “ rγjpωjq|mjpγjq| for each γj P Λj with }ν
pjq
ωj } ď Cmj , where Cmj
is a positive constant that depends only on mj and not on ωj. Note that for every
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pνpjqωj qppγjqpγjq “ pν
p1q
ω1
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b νpnqωn qppγ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , γnq,
where ν
p1q
ω1 b ¨ ¨ ¨b ν
pnq
ωn denotes the product measure of ν
p1q




dpνp1qω1 b¨ ¨ ¨bν
pnq
ωn qpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq “ h1px1q ¨ ¨ ¨hnpxnqdp|ν
p1q
ω1
|b¨ ¨ ¨b|νpnqωn |qpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq,




ωj | and |hj| “ 1 on Gj (for j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n), see
[55, Theorem 6.12]. It thus follows by [55, Theorem 6.13] that }ν
p1q





ω1 } ¨ ¨ ¨ }ν
pnq
ωn }. Hence, one has
g “ pgωq ˚ pν
p1q
ω1
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b νpnqωn q




b ¨ ¨ ¨ b νpnqωn }.
Since }ν
p1q
ω1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ν
pnq
ωn } ď Cm1 ¨ ¨ ¨Cmn , one has
}g}pLppGq ď
`










dω1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dωn. (3.5)















|gωpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq|
pdω1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dωn
¯
dx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dxn.
If, for fixed px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq P G, we regard gωpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq as a function of ω P r0, 1s
n,










rγ1pω1q ¨ ¨ ¨ rγnpωnq




|gωpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq|









where B ą 0 is an absolute constant. Therefore, the last inequality and (3.5)
give the desired estimate with Cm ď BCm1 ¨ ¨ ¨Cmn .
Since Proposition 3.2.2 characterises Sidon weights, it doesn’t seem that the
argument of Rudin can be adapted to the case where mj : xGj Ñ C are just
multipliers from L log1{2 LpGjq to L
2pGjq, as we will see that the class of all
multipliers from L log1{2 L to L2 is strictly larger than Sidon weights. Therefore,
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the converse of Proposition 3.2.3 is not true, even in the “one-dimensional” case.
However, in the classical setting, namely in the unweighted case, the converse
holds.
Proposition 3.2.4. Let n ě 2 be given. Let G1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Gn be compact abelian
groups and let Λj Ă pGj, j P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu. Put G “ G1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆGn, Λ “ Λ1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆΛn,
and S “
 
j P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu : #tΛju “ 8
(
.









|fpxq| log|S|{2p1` |fpxq|qdx`BΛ, (3.6)
where AΛ and BΛ are positive constants depending on Λ, holds if and only if, Λj
is a Sidon set for each j P S.
Proof. Suppose first that Λj is a Sidon set for each j P S. If S “ t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu, then
(3.6) coincides with (3.1). So, let us assume that S ‰ t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu. Without loss
of generality, we may suppose that S “ t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ku, k ă n. That is, Λ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Λk
are infinite countable sets, whereas the sets Λk`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Λn are finite. Set ΛS “





where the implied constant depends only on Λ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Λn and not on f . The
main idea is to prove (3.7) first for the special case of ΛS ˆ tγ
1
k`1u ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ tγ
1
nu-
polynomials, where tγ1ju is an arbitrary element of Λj, j P tk` 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu. To this
end, fix γ1j P Λj, j P tk ` 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu. If we consider a ΛS ˆ tγ
1
k`1u ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ tγ
1
nu-
polynomial f , then, by using (3.1), one can easily check that (3.7) holds for
f . Observe now that every Λ-polynomial can be written as a sum of at most
p#tΛk`1uq ¨ ¨ ¨ p#tΛnuq Λ-polynomials of the special form studied in the previous
step. Therefore, by using the triangle inequality one deduces that
}f}LppGq ď p#tΛk`1uq ¨ ¨ ¨ p#tΛnuqAΛSp
|S|{2
}f}L2pGq,
where AΛS is a constant that depends only on ΛS.
To obtain the opposite direction, by Pisier’s characterisation of Sidon sets, it




for all p ą 2, j P S. Towards this aim, take p ą 2 and let j P S be fixed. Consider
an arbitrary Λj-polynomial f . Without loss of generality, we may assume that
Sztju ‰ H. Note that if fl are Λl-polynomials, l P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nuztju, then the
function F on G given by






is a Λ-polynomial. We define the Λl-polynomials fl as follows,
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This is possible thanks to a construction due to Rudin [53, Theorem 3.4].







Next, note that for each q ą 0 one has







Since F is a Λ-polynomial, it follows by hypothesis that
}F }LppGq À p
|S|{2
}F }L2pGq



























and hence, (3.8) holds. Therefore, by Pisier’s characterisation of Sidon sets, Λj
is a Sidon set and the proof is complete.
3.3 A multiplier inclusion theorem
By Rudin’s characterisation of the class of spectral sets satisfying classical Paley’s
inequality it follows that χΛ PMH1pTqÑL2pTq if and only if, Λ is a finite union of
lacunary sequences. Since finite unions of lacunary sequences are Sidon sets, one
deduces that χΛ PMH1pTqÑL2pTq implies that χΛ PML log1{2 LpTqÑL2pTq. Motivated
by this observation, one can naturally ask whether the class MH1pTqÑL2pTq is
contained1 in the class ML log1{2 LpTqÑL2pTq. Our main goal in this section is to
show that this is indeed the case.
1Note that since }Hpfq}L1pTq À 1 `
ş
T |f | logp1 ` |f |q, where H is the periodic Hilbert
transform, one deduces that L logLpTq Ă H1pTq and hence, one trivially has MH1pTqÑL2pTq Ă
ML logLpTqÑL2pTq.
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Theorem 3.3.1. The class of all multipliers from H1pTq to L2pTq is contained
in the class of all multipliers from L log1{2 LpTq to L2pTq, i.e.
MH1pTqÑL2pTq ĂML log1{2 LpTqÑL2pTq (3.10)
and moreover, the inclusion is proper and it is sharp in the sense that the exponent
r “ 1{2 in L log1{2 LpTq cannot be improved.
Proof. Recall from subsection 2.2.3 that it follows by the work of Hardy and
Littlewood [31] and the work of Duren and Shields [21] that M “ pmpnqqnPZ





|mpnq|2 ă 8. (3.11)
To prove (3.10) the main idea is that one can rule out the multipliers in the class
MH1pTqÑL2pTq with “large” support in the sets of the form IK “ ˘rK, 2Kq X Z
(for example mpnq “ 1{
a
|n| for n ‰ 0) and focus only on multipliers of the form
M “ χΛ, where Λ is a subset of integers satisfying supKPN #t˘rK, 2Kq XΛu À 1
which can be handled by classical Zygmund’s inequality.
To be more specific, let M “ pmpnqqnPZ be a given multiplier from H
1pTq to
L2pTq. We may assume without loss of generality that supppMq Ă N0. We need
to show that for every f P L log1{2 LpTq one has
ÿ
nPN0
|mpnq pfpnq|2 ă 8.


























Since M “ pmpnqqnPZ is a multiplier from H





























| pfpnq|2 ă 8. (3.12)
For k P N0, denote the “dyadic” interval of integers r2k ´ 1, 2k`1 ´ 2s XN0 by Ik.
For each k P N0 choose a λk P Ik such that
max
nPIk
| pfpnq| “ | pfpλkq|.
In such a way we construct a sequence of positive integers pλkqkPN0 , depending on
f , such that













2 ă 8. Notice that the first
property listed above does not necessarily imply that pλkqkPN0 is lacunary and so
one cannot make use of Zygmund’s inequality directly. However, if we decompose
pλkqkPN0 “ Λ1 Y Λ2, where Λ1 “ pλ2kqkPN0 and Λ2 “ pλ2k`1qkPN0 , then Λ1 and Λ2












| pfpnq|2 ă 8
and this completes the proof of the inclusion (3.10).
To prove that the inclusion is proper, take a Sidon set Λ in Z which cannot
be written as a finite union of lacunary sequences. Then, by Rudin’s character-
isation of all spectral sets satisfying Paley’s inequality and Rudin’s extension of
Zygmund’s inequality, χΛ PML log1{2 LpTqÑL2pTqzMH1pTqÑL2pTq.
We shall prove that the exponent of r “ 1{2 in L log1{2 LpTq is sharp in the
next subsection.
3.3.1 Sharpness of Theorem 3.3.1
If Λ is a lacunary sequence of positive integers with ratio ρΛ ě 2, then the
Sidon constant SΛ of Λ is independent of ρΛ, see, e.g., [28]. Also, it can be shown
that the constants AΛ and BΛ in (2.18), actually, depend only on SΛ and hence, if
ρΛ ě 2, the constants AΛ and BΛ can be taken to be independent of Λ. Therefore,
the argument in the proof of (3.10) implies, in fact, that if M “ pmpnqqnPZ is a











|f | log1{2p1` |f |q
‰
, (3.13)
where CM ą 0 is a constant that depends only on M “ pmpnqqnPZ.
To see that the multiplier inclusion (3.10) is sharp in the sense that the ex-
ponent r “ 1{2 in L log1{2 LpTq cannot be improved, assume that there exists
an r ě 0 such that every multiplier from H1pTq to L2pTq is a multiplier from
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L logr LpTq to L2pTq. We need to show that r ě 1{2. For this, let N be a large
positive integer to be chosen later. Let V2N “ 2K2N`1`1´K2N be the de la Vallée
Poussin kernel of order 2N , where Kn denotes the Fejér kernel of order n. Since





p1` |V2N pxq|qdx À N
r.
Take M “ pmpnqqnPZ to be mpnq “ 1{
a
|n| for n ‰ 0 and mp0q “ 0. Then M
satisfies (3.11) and so, it is a multiplier from H1pTq to L2pTq. Hence, by (3.13),








Since yV2N pnq “ 1 for each |n| ď 2















Therefore, if we choose N to be large enough, we deduce that we must have
r ě 1{2.
As a corollary of Theorem 3.3.1, we obtain the following inequality.











and the exponent r “ 1{2 in L log1{2 LpTq cannot be improved.
3.3.2 An example of a multiplier from L log1{2 LpTq to L2pTq
which is not a Sidon weight
As in the previous subsection, consider the bounded sequence M “ pmpnqqnPZ
given by mpnq “ 1{
a
|n| for n ‰ 0 and mp0q “ 0. If we take 0 ă γ ă 1 and
















and hence, M “ pmpnqqnPZ cannot be a Sidon weight. See also [44] and [45].
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3.4 Variants of Zygmund’s inequality on the real
line
Our objective in this section is to prove a real-line analogue of the multiplier
inclusion theorem presented in the previous section. In order to state our main
result, we need to revisit Paley’s inequality for functions defined on R first. Then,
by using a result of Tao and Wright on a Littlewood-Paley inequality for com-
pactly supported functions in L log1{2 L with mean zero, we show that essentially
all non-negative measures satisfying Paley’s inequality on R also satisfy a version
of Zygmund’s inequality for functions supported on compact sets in the real line.
3.4.1 Variants of Paley’s inequality on R
To formulate our main result on a real-line version of Zygmund’s inequality, we
first examine variants of Paley’s inequality on R. Characterisations of the classes
of multipliers from HppRq to LqpRq for 0 ă p ď q ă 8 are well-known, see [40].
However, as we will see in the next subsection, it is more natural to state our
variant of Zygmund’s inequality on R in terms of measures. Hence, in this sub-
section, we also study versions of Paley’s inequality with respect to non-negative
measures on R.
Definition 3.4.1 (Paley measures). Let I denote the set of all dyadic intervals
in R of the form ˘r2k, 2k`1q for k P Z.




Proposition 3.4.2. A non-negative measure µ on R satisfies
} pf}L2pdµq ď Cµ}f}H1pRq (3.14)
if and only if, µ is a Paley measure.
Proof. Assume first that µ is a Paley measure. To prove that µ satisfies (3.14),
consider the set Ik “ p´2









Note that for every ξ P Ik one has





ď }r∆k´1pfq}L1pRq ` }r∆kpfq}L1pRq,





































By Minkowski’s integral inequality and the square function characterisation of







as desired. An analogous argument was used in the proof of [43, Theorem 1].
For the opposite direction, we shall adapt a construction of Rudin [52] to the
euclidean setting. More precisely, suppose that µ is a non-negative measure that




where Ik is as above. In such a case, either there exists an increasing subsequence
pkjqjPN in N such that µpIkjq Ñ 8 or there exists a decreasing subsequence pkjqjPN
of negative integers such that µpIkjq Ñ 8. Without loss of generality, we may
assume that we have an increasing subsequence pkjqjPN in N with µpIkjq Ñ 8,
and passing to a further subsequence if necessary, we may assume that kj`1 ą 5kj
and µpIkjq ě j







where ηkpξq “ ηp2
´kξq, η being as above. Since } qηk}H1pRq À 1, where the implied
constant does not depend on k, we see that f P H1pRq. For every j P N, we have
ż
Ikj
| pfpξq|2dµpξq Á j´4µpIkjq ě 1
and therefore } pf}L2pdµq “ 8, completing the proof of the proposition.
Remark 3.4.3. Since every function m P L8pRq induces an absolutely contin-
uous, non-negative measure µ on Rn given by dµpξq “ |mpξq|2dξ, one deduces




|mpξq|2dξ ă 8, where I is as in Definition 3.4.1.
We thus recover [40, Theorem A] for the case where p “ 1 and q “ 2. More-
over, our method is different than the one used in [40].
We remark that the argument presented above can be adapted to the multi-
parameter case in a straightforward way. We thus obtain the euclidean analogue
of D. Oberlin’s theorem [43, Theorem 1] stated in the introduction.
Proposition 3.4.4. A non-negative measure µ on Rn satisfies
} pf}L2pdµq ď Cµ,n}f}H1prodpRnq
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if and only if, supI1,¨¨¨ ,InPI µpI1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Inq ă 8, where I is as in definition 3.4.1.
3.4.2 A real-line version of Zygmund’s inequality
In the previous subsection we obtained a real-line version of Paley’s inequality
based on the square function characterisation of H1pRq. A similar argument can
be used for compactly supported functions in L log1{2 L with zero mean thanks
to the following deep result of Tao and Wright [62, Proposition 4.1].
Theorem 3.4.5 (Tao and Wright). Let K Ă R be a compact set. Let f be a
function in L log1{2 LpKq with zero integral.
Then for every k P Z there exists a non-negative function Fk such that
|r∆kpfqpxq| À Fk ˚ φkpxq










L1pRq ď AK}f}L log1{2 LpKq.
Here φkpxq “ 2
kp1` 22k|x|2q´3{4.
We are now ready to establish a real-line analogue of Theorem 3.3.1.
Theorem 3.4.6 (Weighted Zygmund’s inequality on R). Let µ be a Paley mea-
sure such that µpr´δ, δsq “ 0 for some δ ą 0.
For every compact set K Ă R there is a constant C “ Cpµ,Kq ą 0 such that
whenever supppfq Ă K one has




|fpxq| log1{2p1` |fpxq|qdx` 1
‰
. (3.15)
Proof. Let K Ă R be a fixed compact set and let f be a function supported in




The proof of (3.15) proceeds in the same way as the proof of weighted Paley’s
inequality (3.14). By the aforementioned result of Tao and Wright, for each k P Z




























































where the sets Ik are is in the proof of Proposition 3.4.2 and I is as in definition
3.4.1.
We now show why we can remove the condition that f has mean zero when
the measure µ vanishes on a neighbourhood of 0. For our function f supported
in K, we may assume, without loss of generality, that
ż
K
|fpxq| log1{2p1` |fpxq|qdx ď 1.
Hence, if we set I “
ş
K
f , then |I| À 1. Consider
gpxq “ fpxq ´ Iψpxq,
where ψ is a smooth function, supported in K and such that
ş
ψ “ 1. Then g is
supported in K, has mean zero and
ż
K
|gpxq| log1{2p1` |gpxq|qdx À 1.
Hence, (3.15) holds for g, as µ is a Paley measure. But
} pf}L2pdµq ď }pg}L2pdµq ` |I|} pψ}L2pdµq












where the sets Ik are as in the proof of Proposition 3.4.2. Note that M depends
on δ ą 0 and the implicit constant in the last inequality also depends on M .
Hence, the implicit constant depends on δ, i.e. on µ. Thus, (3.15) also holds for
f .
Remark 3.4.7. Compared to weighted Paley’s inequality on R, in the previous
theorem we imposed the extra hypothesis that µ vanishes on a neighbourhood of
0. To see that this condition is necessary, consider the Paley measure dµpξq “
|ξ|´1dξ and take f to be in the class L log1{2 LpKq with pfp0q “
ş
K
f ‰ 0, for some







Note that for every g P H1pRq, one automatically has
ş
R g “ 0.
Note that if Λ is a Sidon set in N that cannot be written as a finite union of
lacunary sequences, then it follows by Rudin’s extension of classical Zygmund’s
inequality that the discrete measure µ “
ř
nPΛ δn satisfies (3.15), but it is not a
Paley measure. Here, δn denotes the dirac measure supported on tnu. Therefore,
there are non-negative measures satisfying weighted Zygmund’s inequality (3.15)
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that are not Paley measures. It is an interesting problem to characterise the class
of all non-negative measures µ on R satisfying (3.15).
3.4.3 A second proof of Theorem 3.3.1
We now show how by adapting the argument in the proof of Theorem 3.4.6 to
the periodic setting, one can give an alternative proof to Theorem 3.3.1. To see
this, let M “ pmpnqqnPZ be a multiplier from H
1pTq to L2pTq. We shall prove
that M PML log1{2 LpTqÑL2pTq
Assume first that f P L log1{2 LpTq has mean zero. Using the result of Tao
and Wright as in the proof of Theorem 3.4.6, we deduce that there is a constant



















Suppose now that pfp0q “
ş
























p1 ` |fpxq|qdx and





















Therefore, M “ pmpnqqnPZ is a multiplier from L log
1{2 LpTq to L2pTq.
3.5 Higher-dimensional versions of Zygmund’s
inequality by using a theorem of Bonami
In the final section of this chapter we obtain further extensions of Zygmund’s
inequality for spectral sets in Zn of product-type by using a classical theorem of
Bonami.
Let n ě 1 be a fixed integer. It follows by duality that (3.1), in the case
where Gi “ T (i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n), is equivalent to the fact that for every Λ1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆΛn-
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polynomial f one has
}f}LppTnq ÀΛ1,¨¨¨ ,Λn p
n{2
}f}L2pTnq (3.16)
for all p ą 2, where the implied constant depends only on Λ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Λn and not on f ,
p. In what follows we shall focus on the case where Λi is a lacunary sequence in N
with ratio ρΛi ě 2, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n. Recall that, in particular, the classical inequality
of Zygmund (2.18) is equivalent to the fact that every lacunary sequence in Z is
a Λppq set for all p ą 2 with Λppq constant growing like p1{2 as pÑ 8.
Consider the case n “ 2 in (3.16) first. In order to prove (3.16) (for n “ 2), a
plausible idea is to try to iterate the one-dimensional result. To be more specific,










pfpm,nqei2πny. Hence, fixing y P T, we may regard fpx, yq as
a Λ1-polynomial. By using (3.16) for n “ 1 (i.e. classical Zygmund’s inequality)

































pfpm,nq pfpm,n1q. Therefore, by integrating both sides of



















Note that in the right-hand side of the last inequality we have a trigonometric
polynomial on T frequency supported in the set tn ´ n1 : n, n1 P Λ2u. As Zyg-
mund’s inequality handles only lacunary sequences, to obtain (3.16) for n “ 2,
one cannot just iterate Zygmund’s inequality twice. However, one can surpass
this difficulty by using the following classical result of Bonami [10, Corollaire 4].
Theorem 3.5.1 (Bonami). Let Λ “ pλnqnPN be a lacunary sequence of positive
integers with ratio ρΛ ě 2. For some k ě 1, consider the sumset
Λpkq :“ t˘λn1 ˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˘ λnk : n1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą nku.
Then, Λpkq is a Λppq set for every p ą 2 with Λppq constant growing like pk{2 and
in particular, there exists a constant Apkq such that for every Λpkq-polynomial f
on T one has }f}LppTq ď Apkqpk{2}f}L2pTq for all p ą 2.
In fact, the Λppq constant of Λpkq grows exactly like pk{2 as p Ñ 8, see [10,
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Théorème 5].
To see how we can employ Bonami’s result to our problem of establishing


























| pfpm,nq|2 “ }f}2L2pT2q.

























































































































and hence, }f}LppT2q ď Bpp
p{2 ` 2ppq1{p}f}L2pT2q ď 3Bp}f}L2pT2q. Therefore, the
proof of (3.16) for n “ 2 is complete.
As one can easily observe, in fact the above method can be used to obtain
variants of Zygmund’s inequality for spectral sets of the form Λ
pk1q
1 ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆΛ
pknq
n Ă
Zn, where Λpkjqj “
 
˘ λj,n1 ˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˘ λj,nkj : n1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă nkj
(
and Λj “ pλj,nqnPN
is a lacunary sequence with ratio at least 2, for all j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n. In other words,
using the above method one obtains the following higher-dimensional extension
of Bonami’s result.
Proposition 3.5.2. Let Λj “ pλj,mqmPN be lacunary sequences with ρΛj ě 2 for
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j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n. Let pk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , knq be a given n-tuple of positive integers. Then, there







































where Kn “ k1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` kn.
To prove Proposition 3.5.2, the main idea is to induct on the dimension n P N.
To use induction, one needs the following lemma.
Lemma 3.5.3. Let n ě 1 be a given integer. Let E be a subset of Zn, such that
there are constants CE ą 0 and NE P N so that for every E-polynomial g one has
}g}LppTnq ď CEp
NE{2}g}L2pTnq for every p ą 2.
Then, for every lacunary sequence Λ “ pλnqnPN with ratio at least 2 and for












˘ λn1 ˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˘ λnk : n1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă nk
(
.
Proof. The proof of the lemma is a variant of the argument given above. More










where m ¨x denotes the dot product of m and x, i.e. m ¨x “ m1x1`¨ ¨ ¨`mnxn, in
the case where n ą 1. Otherwise, m ¨ x is just the scalar multiplication of m P Z


















































pgpm,˘λj1 ˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˘ λjlqpgpm,˘λjl`1 ˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˘ λj2lq
¯
e2πip˘λj1˘¨¨¨˘λj2l qy
where l P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ku, in order to use Bonami’s theorem. The diagonal term is
treated as before. The number of the above subsums depends only on k and not
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1q. By using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
the desired estimate follows.
3.5.1 Proof of Proposition 3.5.2
To prove Proposition 3.5.2, assume that we are given a sequence of lacunary
sequences pΛjqjPN with ρΛj ě 2 and a sequence of positive integers pkjqjPN. For
each j P N form the sumsets Λpkjqj . We shall use induction on the dimension
n P N. Note that the one-dimensional case is Bonami’s theorem. Suppose now
that for n P N, Proposition 3.5.2 holds. To obtain the pn ` 1q-dimensional case,
we set E “ Λ
pk1q
1 ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆΛ
pknq
n and Λ “ Λn`1. By the inductive step, it follows that
E satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 3.5.3 for NE “ k1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` kn. Therefore,
by using that lemma, the pn ` 1q-dimensional case follows and hence, the proof
of Proposition 3.5.2 is complete.
3.5.2 Some further remarks
Since L logLpTq Ă L log1{2 LpTq, it automatically follows thatML log1{2 LpTqÑL2pTq
is a subclass ofML logLpTqÑL2pTq. The aforementioned theorem of Bonami gives ex-
amples of spectral sets Λ Ă Z such that χΛ PML logLpTqÑL2pTqzML log1{2 LpTqÑL2pTq.
Indeed, if Λ “ t˘3j ˘ 3k : j ă ku, then Λ is a Λppq set whose constant grows like
p as p Ñ 8, see2 [10, Théorème 5]. Hence, by Pisier’s characterisation of Sidon
sets, Λ is not a Sidon set and so, χΛ RML log1{2 LpTqÑL2pTq. Consequently, we may
write
MH1pTqÑL2pTq ĹML log1{2 LpTqÑL2pTq ĹML logLpTqÑL2pTq.
Note that the fact that χΛ RMH1pTqÑL2pTq also follows from the observation that





ΛX prN, 2N s Y r´2N,´N sq
(
ă 8.
Therefore, by Rudin’s characterisation of the class of spectral sets satisfying Pa-
ley’s inequality, χΛ cannot be a member of the classMH1pTqÑL2pTq. In particular,










2Moreover, note that if A,B are infinite subsets of Z, then A`B is not a Sidon set, see e.g.
Chapter 6 in [33].
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whereas, by Rudin’s characterisation of all spectral sets satisfying Paley’s inequal-
ity, there exists an f P H1pTqzL logLpTq such that
ÿ
jăk
| pfp˘3j ˘ 3kq|2 “ 8.
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Chapter 4
A multiplier inclusion theorem in
higher dimensions
4.1 Introduction
Our goal in this chapter is to extend the multiplier inclusion theorem of the previ-
ous chapter, namely Theorem 3.3.1, to the multi-parameter setting. In particular,
the main result of this chapter is the following sharp multiplier inclusion theorem
on the n-torus.
Theorem 4.1.1. One has the inclusion
MH1prodpTnqÑL2pTnq ĂML logn{2 LpTnqÑL2pTnq. (4.1)
Moreover, the above inclusion is proper and it is sharp, in the sense that the
exponent r “ n{2 in L logn{2 LpTnq cannot be improved.
As we saw in the previous chapter one can obtain Theorem 3.3.1 either by
using classical Zygmund’s inequality or by using a theorem of Tao and Wright
on a Littlewood-Paley inequality for compactly supported functions in L log1{2 L
with mean zero. As a higher-dimensional version of the aforementioned result of
Tao and Wright is not yet available, we shall argue as in section 3.3 and reduce the
proof of Theorem 4.1.1 to a higher-dimensional version of Zygmund’s inequality
for spectral sets in Zn that are not necessarily of product type. In particular,
as we will see in section 4.3, the multiplier inclusion (4.1) is a consequence of
the following proposition, which is a result of independent interest. To state this
version of Zygmund’s inequality on Tn, let J denote the set of all “intervals” of
integers of the form ˘t2n ´ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 2n`1 ´ 2u, n P N0, namely J consists of sets
of the form t2k ´ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 2k`1 ´ 2u, k P N0 and t´2l`1 ` 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,´2l ` 1u, l P N0.
Proposition 4.1.2. Let J be as above.



















|f | logn{2p1` |f |qs. (4.3)
Let E Ă Zn be an infinite set satisfying (4.2). To prove that (4.3) holds, it
suffices by duality to show that E is a Λppq set in Zn for any p ą 2 with Λppq
constant growing like pn{2 as pÑ 8. As E is not necessarily of product type, it
does not seem that one can make use of the methods presented in the previous
chapter1. Hence, in order to exploit the “sparsity” of E and prove that it satisfies
(4.3), one needs to follow a different approach. The crucial observation is that, in
view of (4.2), if f is an E-polynomial, then its “smooth” Littlewood-Paley square
function is essentially controlled by the L2-norm of f . More precisely, the afore-
mentioned version of Zygmund’s inequality on the n-torus will be a corollary of a
higher-dimensional extension of a result due to Seeger and Trebels [56] concerning
sharp bounds of sums involving “smooth” Littlewood-Paley projections on Tn.
To state our result, for a fixed Schwartz function η supported in p´2, 2q such that
η|r´1,1s ” 1, consider φpξq “ ηpξq ´ ηp2ξq. For k P N, set φkpξq “ φp2´kξq and
for k “ 0, set φ0 “ η. One can easily see that
ř
kPN0 φkpξq “ 1 for every ξ P R.
Then, for k P N0, the corresponding “smooth” Littlewood-Paley projection in the






for any, say, trigonometric polynomial f on T. On the n-torus we put




φk1pr1q ¨ ¨ ¨φknprnq
pfpr1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rnqe
i2πpr1x1`¨¨¨`rnxnq
initially defined over trigonometric polynomials f on Tn. Then, Proposition 4.1.2
is a consequence of the following result.
Proposition 4.1.3. There exists a constant Cn ą 0, depending only on our











for every trigonometric polynomial f on Tn and for each p ą 2.
The proof of Proposition 4.1.3 is an adaptation of the work of Seeger and
Trebels [56] to the product setting combined with a well-known inequality on
1For instance, in the two-dimensional case, note that one can construct a set E Ă Z2 such
that E satisfies (4.2) for n “ 2 and πxpEq “ πypEq “ Z, where πxpEq (πypEq) denotes the
projection of E onto the x-axis (y-axis, respectively).
2Note that here we used a partition of unity,
ř
kPN0 φkpξq “ 1 different than the one defined
in subsection 2.2.1.
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multiple martingales, see section 4.2.
This chapter presents the details of the author’s work [4], submitted for pub-
lication, and it is organised as follows. In section 4.2 we present a well-known
inequality involving square functions of multiple martingales which will be used
in the proof of Proposition 4.1.3. In section 4.3 we show how the proof of our
multiplier inclusion theorem follows from Proposition 4.1.2 and in section 4.4,
we prove that Proposition 4.1.3 implies Proposition 4.1.2. Then, in section 4.5
we give a proof of Proposition 4.1.3. In the last section we briefly present some
further applications of our results.
4.2 Inequalities for dyadic square functions





where I is the unique dyadic interval in T of the form I “ rs2´m, ps ` 1q2´mq,
s “ 0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 2m ´ 1 such that x P I.
For m P N, let Dm “ Em ´ Em´1 denote the martingale differences acting on
functions defined on T. For m “ 0, we set D0 “ E0.
For a given n-tuple pm1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mnq of non-negative integers, we define the cor-
responding operators acting on functions on the n-torus by
Em1,¨¨¨ ,mn “ Em1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Emn
and
Dm1,¨¨¨ ,mn “ Dm1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Dmn .
More precisely, if n ą 1 then, given Dm1,¨¨¨ ,mn´1 , we define
Dm1,¨¨¨ ,mn “ Dm1,¨¨¨ ,mn´1 b Dmn
and so, if mn “ 0 then we set Dm1,¨¨¨ ,mn “ Dm1,¨¨¨ ,mn´1 b E0 and if mn ě 1, then
Dm1,¨¨¨ ,mn “ Dm1,¨¨¨ ,mn´1 b pEmn ´ Emn´1q.
It follows by the work of Chang, Wilson, and Wolff [15], in particular by












for all p ą 2, where C ą 0 is an absolute constant, see also, e.g., p. 152 in [56].
Moreover, Chang, Wilson, and Wolff obtained in [15] an inequality analogous
to (4.5) involving Lusin area integrals. See also [1] and the references therein.
In [47], Pipher extended (4.5) and its analogous version on Lusin area integrals
to the two-parameter setting and in [23], R. Fefferman and Pipher extended
the aforementioned inequality of Chang, Wilson, and Wolff involving Lusin area
integrals to `2-valued functions. Their arguments can easily be adapted to obtain
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an `2-valued extension of (4.5), see [20]. By using this `2-valued extension of (4.5)
together with induction on n, one deduces that there exists a constant Cn ą 0,















for every p ą 2, see also, e.g., [20, Proposition 4.5] and [7].
4.3 Proposition 4.1.2 implies Theorem 4.1.1
To prove that Proposition 4.1.2 implies Theorem 4.1.1, we adapt the argument
given in Chapter 3 to the multi-parameter setting by using the characterisation
of MH1prodpTnqÑL2pTnq.
Assume that Proposition 4.1.2 holds. To prove Theorem 4.1.1, take an arbi-
trary m in the classMH1prodpTnqÑL2pTnq. Then, by definition, we need to show that
for every f P L logn{2 LpTnq one has
ÿ
pk1,¨¨¨ ,knqPZn
|mpk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , knq pfpk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , knq|
2
ă 8.
Towards this aim, fix an f P L logn{2 LpTnq and, arguing as in the previous
chapter, note that the sum
ÿ
pk1,¨¨¨ ,knqPZn



















Hence, by (2.7), it follows that
ÿ
pk1,¨¨¨ ,knqPZn





| pfprk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,rknq|
2,
whereEf is a set in Zn defined as follows. Given I1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , In P J , choose prk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,rknq
in I1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ In such that
| pfprk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,rknq| “ max
pk1,¨¨¨ ,knqPI1ˆ¨¨¨ˆIn
| pfpk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , knq|.
Then, having chosen a set of n-tuples prk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,rknq as above, we define
Ef “ tprk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,rknq P Zn : for I1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , In P J , prk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,rknq P I1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆIn being as aboveu.
Notice that as the choice of n-tuples prk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,rknq is not necessarily unique, there
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| pfprk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,rknq|
2.
Note that any such set Ef satisfies condition (4.2) in Proposition 4.1.2 with
DEf “ 1. Therefore, as f P L log
n{2 LpTnq, it follows by (4.3) that
ÿ
pk1,¨¨¨ ,knqPZn
|mpk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , knq pfpk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , knq|
2
ă 8.
4.3.1 Sharpness of (4.1)
As in the one-dimensional case presented in the previous chapter, we remark that,
in fact, the above argument shows that if m PMH1prodpTnqÑL2pTnq, then there is a












|f | logn{2p1` |f |q
‰
.
Therefore, to prove that the exponent r “ n{2 in L logn{2 LpTnq cannot be
improved, we argue as in the one-dimensional case. More specifically, assume
that every multiplier from H1prodpTnq to L2pTnq is a multiplier from L log
r LpT2q
to L2pT2q. We shall prove that r ě n{2. To this end, for a large positive integer
N , take f to be a trigonometric polynomial on Tn given by f “ V2N b ¨ ¨ ¨ b V2N ,
where, as in Chapter 3, V2N denotes the de la Vallée Poussin kernel of order 2
N .
Since }V2N }L1pTq À 1 and }V2N }L8pTq À 2
N , we deduce that
ż
Tn
|fpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq| log
r
p1` |fpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq|qdx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dxn À N
r.
So, if we take M “ pmpk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , knqqk1,¨¨¨ ,knPZ with mpk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , knq “ 1{
?
k1 ¨ ¨ ¨ kn
for k1 ą 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kn ą 0 and mpk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , knq “ 0 otherwise (i.e. when at least one of

































we see that, by choosing N to be large enough, we necessarily have r ě n{2.
4.3.2 Sharpness of (4.3)
Let E be a set satisfying (4.2). Then M “ χE satisfies (2.7) and so, it is a
multiplier from H1prodpTnq to L2pTnq. Moreover, if we make use of the argument
of the previous subsection for M “ χE, we see that the Orlicz space L log
n{2 LpTnq
in the right-hand side of higher-dimensional Zygmund’s inequality (4.3) cannot
be improved.
4.3.3 The inclusion (4.1) is proper
To see that the inclusion p4.1q is proper, as in the previous chapter, take Λ to be
a Sidon set in Z that cannot be written as a finite union of lacunary sequences.
Then M “ χΛˆ¨¨¨ˆΛ belongs to the class ML logn{2 LpTnqÑL2pTnq, see, e.g., (3.1) or
Proposition 3.2.3. However, M “ χΛˆ¨¨¨ˆΛ does not satisfy (2.7) and hence, we
deduce that χΛˆ¨¨¨ˆΛ RMH1prodpTnqÑL2pTnq.
4.4 Proposition 4.1.3 implies Proposition 4.1.2
Our goal in this section is to prove that Proposition 4.1.3 implies Proposition
4.1.2. Towards this aim, take E Ă Zn to be a set satisfying the assumption of
Proposition 4.1.2, i.e. condition (4.2). Assume first that E satisfies (4.2) with
DE “ 1. By duality, to prove (4.3), it suffices to show that E is a Λppq set in
Zn for every p ą 2 with Λppq constant growing like pn{2 as pÑ 8. Namely, it is




where AE is an absolute constant, independent of p and f . As we will see mo-
mentarily, if DE “ 1, then, in fact, AE depends only on n and in particular, it
can be taken to be independent of E.
To prove (4.7), fix an E-polynomial f and note that for every pk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , knq P Nn0
one has by the triangle inequality
} rDk1,¨¨¨ ,knpfq}L8pTnq ď
ÿ
pr1,¨¨¨ ,rnqPEXpIk1ˆ¨¨¨ˆIkn q
|φk1pr1q ¨ ¨ ¨φknprnq




| pfpr1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rnq|,
where Ikl denotes the set Z X tp´2kl`1,´2kl´1s X r2kl´1, 2kl`1qu, l “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n.
Observe that, thanks to condition (4.2) for DE “ 1, the sum
ÿ
pr1,¨¨¨ ,rnqPEXpIk1ˆ¨¨¨ˆIkn q
| pfpr1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rnq|
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| pfpr1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rnq|
2
















Note that the quantity on the right-hand side of the last inequality equals to
}f}L2pTnq, as suppp pfq Ă E. Hence, (4.7) follows from (4.4) and (4.8) in the case
where DE “ 1. Moreover, note that, in the case where DE “ 1, the implied
constant in (4.8) depends only on the dimension n and on our choice of φ and it
is independent of E.
In the case where DE ą 1, write f “
řDE
i“1 fi, where fi are trigonometric
polynomials on Tn such that suppppfiq Ă Ei, where E “ YDEi“1Ei and DEi “ 1.













since, by our construction and the L2-theory, }fi}L2pTnq ď }f}L2pTnq for all i “
1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , DE.
4.5 Proof of Proposition 4.1.3



























































This last inequality follows from the next lemma which is an n-dimensional ana-
logue of [56, Lemma 2.3].
Lemma 4.5.1. Let δ be a Schwartz function that is even, supported in p´4, 4q
and such that δ|r´2,2s ” 1.
Define ψpξq “ δpξq ´ δp2ξq. For k P N, put ψkpξq “ ψp2´kξq and for k “ 0,






acting on functions defined over the torus. For k1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kn P N0 we write Ψk1,¨¨¨ ,kn “
Ψk1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bΨkn.
There exists a constant Cn ą 0, depending only on the dimension n and on ψ,
such that for all n-tuples of non-negative integers pm1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mnq and pk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , knq
one has





The proof of Lemma 4.5.1 will be given in the next subsection. By using
(4.10) in the lemma above, one can easily complete the proof of Proposition
4.1.3. Indeed, towards this aim, we argue as in the proof of [56, Proposition




rDk1,¨¨¨ ,knpfq. For fixed η (and hence φ), if ψ is as in the statement
of Lemma 4.5.1, then ψφ “ φ and hence, Ψk1,¨¨¨ ,kn rDk1,¨¨¨ ,kn “ rDk1,¨¨¨ ,kn . So, by










































































































the proof of Proposition 4.1.3 will be complete once we prove Lemma 4.5.1. This
will be done in the following subsection.
4.5.1 Proof of Lemma 4.5.1
The proof of Lemma 4.5.1 can easily be obtained by iterating the corresponding
one-dimensional result of Seeger and Trebels [56, Lemma 2.3] which, in particular,
asserts that for all m, k P N0 one has
}DmΨk}L8pTqÑL8pTq ď C2´|m´k|, (4.11)
where C ą 0 is a constant that depends only on ψ. More precisely, to prove
Lemma 4.5.1 we shall induct on the dimension n P N. Note that the one-
dimensional case is (4.11). Assume now that for some n ą 1 the estimate (4.10)
holds for the pn´1q-dimensional case, namely for all pn´1q-tuples of non-negative
integers pm1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mn´1q and pk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kn´1q one has





Consider two n-tuples of non-negative integers pm1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mnq and pk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , knq and
let f be a trigonometric polynomial on Tn. By definition, we have Dm1,¨¨¨ ,mn “
Dm1,¨¨¨ ,mn´1 b Dmn . If mn ě 1, then we may write
Dm1,¨¨¨ ,mn “ Dm1,¨¨¨ ,mn´1 b Emn ´ Dm1,¨¨¨ ,mn´1 b Emn´1
and hence, for px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq P Tn, one can write
















ψp2´knrnqDm1,¨¨¨ ,mn´1rΨk1,¨¨¨ ,kn´1pfrnqspx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xn´1qei2πrnx
1
ndx1n,
where In is the unique interval in T of length 2´mn containing xn, rIn is the unique
interval in T of length 2´pmn´1q containing xn, and for rn P Z we use the notation
frnpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xn´1q “
ÿ
r1,¨¨¨ ,rn´1PZ
pfpr1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rnqe
i2πpr1x1`¨¨¨`rn´1xn´1q.
By applying (4.11) to the n-th variable, for fixed px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xn´1q P Tn´1, we obtain












for all xn P T. Note that we may write
ÿ
rnPZ
Dm1,¨¨¨ ,mn´1rΨk1,¨¨¨ ,kn´1pfrnqspx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xn´1qei2πrnxn
as
Dm1,¨¨¨ ,mn´1rΨk1,¨¨¨ ,kn´1pfxnqspx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xn´1q,
where, for fixed xn P T, we use the notation fxnpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xn´1q “ fpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq.

















|fxnpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xn´1q|
for all px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xn´1q P Tn´1. We thus deduce that





for all px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq P Tn and this implies the desired result when mn ě 1. A
similar argument establishes the case where mn “ 0. Hence, the proof of the
lemma is complete.
Note that the argument above gives Cn “ C
n, where C ą 0 is the constant in
(4.11).
Remark 4.5.2. We remark that one can give an alternative proof to Lemma 4.5.1
by adapting the argument in the proof of [56, Lemma 2.3] to higher dimensions.
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4.6 Some Further remarks and applications
4.6.1 Applications in thin sets
A special case of (3.1) for spectral sets of the form Λ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Λn, where Λi
is a lacunary sequence in Z (i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n) can be obtained as a corollary of
Proposition 4.1.2. Furthermore, Proposition 4.1.2 gives examples of Λppq sets in
Zn whose corresponding Λppq constant grows like pn{2 as pÑ 8 and they cannot
be written as products of Sidon sets. Therefore, those sets, i.e. the sets E Ă Zn
that cannot be written as n-fold products of sets in Z and satisfy condition
supI1,¨¨¨ ,InPJ #
 
E X pI1ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Inq
(
ă 8 are examples of 2n{pn` 1q-Rider sets in
Zn that cannot be written as products of Sidon sets in Z.
Notice, however, that Proposition 4.1.2 cannot handle spectral sets of the form
Λ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆΛn, where Λj is a Sidon set that cannot be written as a finite union of
lacunary sequences (j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n).
4.6.2 A version of (4.4) for “rough” projections










For k “ 0, set D0pfqpxq “ pfp0q. For k1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kn P Z we write
Dk1,¨¨¨ ,kn “ Dk1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bDkn .
Since for every trigonometric polynomial f on the n-torus we may write f “
ř





Since rDk1,¨¨¨ ,knDm1,¨¨¨ ,mn “ 0 if there exists an index j0 P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu such that
|kj0 ´ |mj0 || ą 1, we deduce that
} rDk1,¨¨¨ ,knpfq}L8pTnq ď
ÿ
pm1,¨¨¨ ,mnqPZn:
|kj´|mj ||ď1 for all jPt1,¨¨¨ ,nu



































for every p ą 2. Estimate (4.13) is a multi-parameter version of an inequality
due to C.N. Moore [41]. In particular, we obtain the following multi-parameter
extension of [41, Theorem, p.30].
Corollary 4.6.1. There exist positive constants c1pnq and c2pnq, depending only













|fpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq|
`
ř





dx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dxn ă c2pnq.
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Chapter 5
Mapping properties of the
Littlewood-Paley square function
5.1 Introduction
In this final chapter, we study mapping properties “near” L1 of the Littlewood-
Paley square function which can essentially be regarded as a prototypical Marcin-
kiewicz multiplier. Recall from the last section of the previous chapter that if f










and for k “ 0, D0pfqpxq “ pfp0q, x P T. The classical Littlewood-Paley square










A celebrated theorem of Littlewood and Paley asserts that the square function
ST can be extended as a bounded operator on L
ppTq for all 1 ă p ă 8, namely
for each 1 ă p ă 8 there is a constant Cppq ą 0 so that
}STpfq}LppTq ď Cppq}f}LppTq. (5.1)
In [12, Theorem 1], Bourgain determined the behaviour of Cppq in (5.1) as pÑ 1`.
In particular, he showed that there exist absolute constants c1, c2 ą 0 such that
c1pp´ 1q
´3{2
ă Cppq ă c2pp´ 1q
´3{2 (5.2)
1All the results of this chapter also hold for the “modified” version of the classical Littlewood-
















pfpnqei2πnx, and its corresponding multi-parameter
versions S1Tn . Note that S
1
Tnpfq Àn STnpfq pointwise. However, the converse inequality does
not hold pointwise.
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for every 1 ă p ď 2.
In this chapter we give a simple proof to the upper estimate in (5.2) and extend
it to higher dimensions. Moreover, we establish sharp weak-type inequalities for
the multi-parameter Littlewood-Paley square function and study its boundedness
on product Hardy spaces. More precisely, in section 5.2 we give a new proof of the
upper estimate in (5.2) based on results of Tao and Wright on mapping properties
of Marcinkiewicz multipliers [62] and on Tao’s converse extrapolation [61]. More
specifically, using the fact that Marcinkiewicz multipliers locally map L log1{2 L
to L1,8 [62, Theorem 1.2], together with interpolation and Tao’s converse ex-
trapolation [61], one deduces that }
ř
kPZ˘Dk}LppTqÑLppTq À pp´ 1q
´3{2, which is
essentially the upper estimate in (5.2). Furthermore, we extend (5.2) to higher
dimensions. Indeed, by using }
ř
kPZ˘Dk}LppTqÑLppTq À pp´ 1q
´3{2 and iteration,
we obtain higher-dimensional extensions of (5.2) in section 5.3. In section 5.4
we prove sharp weak-type inequalities for the multi-parameter Littlewood-Paley
square function on Tn and in section 5.5 we establish the corresponding weak-type
endpoint results in euclidean spaces. It is well-known that the Littlewood-Paley
square function maps H1pTq to L1,8pTq. Motivated by this fact, a natural ques-
tion is whether the two-parameter Littlewood-Paley square function maps the
product real Hardy space H1prodpT2q to L1,8pT2q. In section 5.6 we show that
this is not the case and in the last section of this chapter we conclude with
some remarks on the endpoint mapping properties of general multi-parameter
Marcinkiewicz multipliers.
This chapter presents the details of the author’s work [2], submitted for pub-
lication.
5.2 A new proof of the upper estimate in (5.2)
As mentioned in Chapter 1, in [62], Tao and Wright proved that if Tm is a
Marcinkiewicz multiplier operator acting on functions defined over R, then it
locally maps L log1{2 L to L1,8. In particular, for every compact set K Ă R





}Tmpfq}L1,8pKq ď C}f}L log1{2 LpKq (5.3)
for all measurable functions f supported in K. By adapting the argument of
Tao and Wright to the periodic setting, one shows that for every ω P r0, 1s the





acting on functions defined over T maps L log1{2 LpTq to L1,8pTq, where prkqkPZ
denotes the set of Rademacher functions indexed by Z. In particular, for any
trigonometric polynomial f on T, one has
}Tωpfq}L1,8pTq ď C}f}L log1{2 LpTq, (5.4)
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where C ą 0 is an absolute constant independent of ω.
Using (5.4) and the fact that Tω is bounded on L
2pTq with operator norm equal
to 1, one can easily show, by using a Marcinkiewicz-type interpolation argument,
that Tω is bounded from L log
3{2 LpTq to L1pTq. In fact, we have the following
interpolation lemma.
Lemma 5.2.1. Let T be a sublinear operator acting on functions defined over
some measure space pX,A, µq with µpXq “ 1.
If T is bounded on L2pXq and bounded from L log1{2 LpXq to L1,8pXq, then
it is bounded from L logr`3{2 LpXq to L logr LpXq for every r ě 0. In particular,
one has
}T pfq}L logr LpXq À }f}L logr`3{2 LpXq. (5.5)
Proof. Let r ě 0. Fix f P L logr`3{2 LpXq and for α ą 0, we write fα “ fχt|f |ąαu
and fα “ fχt|f |ďαu.
Observe that, see e.g. the proof of [5, Lemma 10.1],
}T pfq}L logr LpXq Àr 1`
ż
X
|T pfq| logrp1` |T pfq|qdµ.
We shall prove that
ż
X
|T pfq| logrp1` |T pfq|qdµ Àr 1`
ż
X
|f | logr`3{2p1` |f |qdµ. (5.6)
For this, note that one trivially has
ż
X
|T pfq| logrp1` |T pfq|qdµ ď
ż
X













µptx P X : |T pfqpxq| ą αuqdα.
Since T is sublinear, we have
µptx P X : |T pfqpxq| ą αuq ď
µptx P X : |T pfαqpxq| ą α{2uq ` µptx P X : |T pfαqpxq| ą α{2uq
and we thus estimate
ż
X























µptx P X : |T pfαqpxq| ą α{2uqdα.
We shall bound I1 and I2 separately.






logrp2` αq ` r logr´1p2` αq
‰





logrp2` αq ` r logr´1p2` αq
‰






























To estimate I2, we use the L
2-boundedness of T and the fact that there is an
absolute constant Ar ą 1 such that the map x ÞÑ xrlog
r`3{2 xs´1 is increasing on






logrp2` αq ` r logr´1p2` αq
‰





logrp2` αq ` r logr´1p2` αq
‰


















































Therefore, (5.6) holds. In particular, we deduce that
}T pfq}L logr LpXq À 1`
ż
X
|f | logr`3{2p1` |f |qdµ. (5.7)
The desired estimate (5.5) easily follows from the last inequality by a scaling
argument. Indeed, first of all, one can easily see that
ż
X




for every k ą 0, see, e.g., the proof of [5, Lemma 10.1]. Hence, if }f}L logr`3{2 LpXq “
1, then it follows by (5.7) and (5.8) that there exists a constant Cr ą 0 such that
}T pfq}L logr LpXq ď Cr. In the general case, if f is non-zero, then the function
g “ }f}´1
L logr`3{2 LpXq
f satisfies }g}L logr`3{2 LpXq “ 1. We thus deduce that
}T p}f}´1
L logr`3{2 LpXq
fq}L logr LpXq ď Cr
and so, (5.5) follows.
By using Lemma 5.2.1, we obtain
}Tωpfq}L1pTq À }f}L log3{2 LpTq,
where the implied constant is independent of ω. By Tao’s converse extrapolation




pas pÑ 1`q (5.9)
where A ą 0 is a positive constant independent of ω. To complete the proof
of the upper estimate in (5.2), we use (5.9) and Khintchine’s inequality. More
precisely, let p ą 1 be close to 1 and let f be a trigonometric polynomial. Then,





where the implied constant is independent of x P T and f . Therefore, by inte-































which is the upper estimate in (5.2).
5.3 Higher-dimensional extension of (5.2)
For n P N, let STn denote the n-parameter Littlewood-Paley square function on










where, as in the previous chapter, we set Dk1,¨¨¨ ,kn “ Dk1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Dkn . The
corresponding n-parameter Littlewood-Paley inequality is
}STnpfq}LppTnq ď Cppnq}f}LppTnq. (5.10)
Our goal in this section is to show that
Cppnq „ pp´ 1q
´3n{2.
As mentioned in the introduction, this can be done quite easily by iteration thanks
to the fact that }Tω}LppTqÑLppTq À pp´ 1q
´3{2.
Proposition 5.3.1. There exist positive constants c1pnq, c2pnq, depending only







where Cppnq is the constant in p5.10q.
Proof. To obtain the upper estimate in (5.11), let ω1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ωn be arbitrary numbers
in r0, 1s. Then, by using (5.9) and iteration, we deduce that




As in the one-dimensional case, by using multi-dimensional Khintchine’s inequal-





where c2pnq is a constant that depends only on n P N.
To prove the lower estimate, we use the corresponding argument of Bourgain
that shows the lower estimate in (5.2). As in [12], given p ą 1, take N P N to be
such that logN „ pp ´ 1q´1 and set f “ VN , where VN denotes the de la Vallée
Poussin kernel of order N . Since
}STpVNq}LppTq Á pp´ 1q
´3{2,
we have
}STnpVN b ¨ ¨ ¨ b VNq}LppTnq “ }STpVNq}LppTq ¨ ¨ ¨ }STpVNq}LppTq Án pp´ 1q
´3n{2,
as desired.
It is worth noting that by adapting the method presented in section 5.2 one
can give an alternative proof to the upper estimate in (5.11). In particular, one
can first study the endpoint mapping properties of n-dimensional Marcinkiewicz
multiplier operators of the form Tω1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Tωn and then, one can use converse
extrapolation to deduce the growth of Cppnq as p Ñ 1
` (see also remark 5.4.4).
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The advantage of this indirect approach is that it motivates the study of sharp
weak-type inequalities for STn and, roughly speaking, STn can be viewed as a
model case for general multi-parameter Marcinkiewicz multiplier operators.
5.4 Sharp weak-type estimates for the Littlewood-
Paley square function on Tn
5.4.1 The one-dimensional case
Assume that for some r ě 0 the Littlewood-Paley square function ST satisfies a
weak-type inequality of the form
}STpfq}L1,8pTq ď C}f}L logr LpTq
over all trigonometric polynomials f on T, where C ą 0 is some absolute constant.
We shall prove that necessarily r ě 1{2. For this, note that by using the above
inequality and the fact that ST is bounded on L
2pTq, arguing as in the proof of
Lemma 5.2.1, we deduce that
}STpfq}L1pTq À }f}L logr`1 LpTq
for all trigonometric polynomials f on T. However, if we take f “ V2N , then we
have }f}L logr LpTq À 1`
ş
T |f | log
r`1

































We thus get N3{2 À N r`1 and hence, by letting N Ñ 8, it follows that the best
we can expect is r ě 1{2.
Proposition 5.4.1. There exists an absolute constant C ą 0 such that the clas-
sical Littlewood-Paley square function ST satisfies the weak-type inequality
}STpfq}L1,8pTq ď C}f}L log1{2 LpTq (5.12)
for every trigonometric polynomial f on T.
Proof. The weak-type inequality (5.12) follows immediately from the work of Tao
and Wright [62] and it can be regarded as a vector-valued version of (5.4). To
be more specific, the main idea is to make use of the fact that for every measure








see, e.g., page 485 in [26]. Then for every fixed trigonometric polynomial f on
T and for every measurable subset E of T with |E| ą 0 Khintchine’s inequality









where the implied constant is independent of E and f . Therefore, by integrating




























and hence, by (5.4),
}STpfq}L1{2pEq
|E|
À }f}L log1{2 LpTq.
By taking the supremum with respect to all E Ă T with |E| ą 0 and then by
using (5.13), we obtain (5.12).
5.4.2 The higher-dimensional case
In this subsection we extend (5.12) to higher dimensions, namely we obtain weak-
type estimates for the n-parameter Littlewood-Paley square function STn . To do
this, as in the one-dimensional case, we reduce the problem to the study of the
corresponding mapping properties of certain randomised analogues of STn , namely
we study first the mapping properties of Marcinkiewicz multiplier operators of
the form Tω1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Tωn on Tn, where ωi P r0, 1s.
Having obtained lemma 5.2.1, it is now an easy task to get sharp weak-type
estimates for Marcinkiewicz multiplier operators of the form Tω1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Tωn on
Tn, ωi P r0, 1s. Indeed, by using (5.6) and induction, one can easily establish
sharp weak-type estimates for Marcinkiewicz multiplier operators of the form
Tω1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Tωn on Tn, ωi P r0, 1s.
Lemma 5.4.2. Let n P N be a given dimension.
For ω1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ωn P r0, 1s consider the n-dimensional Marcinkiewicz multiplier
operator Tω1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Tωn, where Tωi is as in section 5.2.
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Then the operator Tω1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Tωn maps L log
an LpTnq to L1,8pTnq, where
an “ 1{2` 3pn´ 1q{2, and in particular,
}Tω1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Tωnpfq}L1,8pTnq Àn }f}L logan LpTnq. (5.14)
Proof. First of all, note that if T is as in the statement of Lemma 5.2.1, then T
satisfies (5.6).
To prove (5.14), we proceed by induction on n P N. The case n “ 1 corre-
sponds to (5.4). Assume now that for some integer n ą 1 the desired inequality
(5.14) holds. To obtain the pn` 1q-dimensional case, fix an arbitrary α ą 0 and
some f in L logan`1 LpTn`1q. Then, by using Fubini’s theorem, we may write
|
 







px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ xnq P Tn : |Tω1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b TωnpTωn`1pfqqpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xn`1q| ą α
(
|dxn`1.
Hence, by our inductive hypothesis and Fubini’s theorem,
α|
 









|Tωn`1pfqpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xn`1q| log
anp1` |Tωn`1pfqpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xn`1q|qdxn`1
‰
dx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dxn
and so, by (5.6) and Fubini’s theorem,
α|
 









|fpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xn`1q| log
an`3{2p1` |fpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xn`1q|qdxn`1
‰
dx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dxn




|fpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xn`1q| log
an`3{2p1` |fpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xn`1q|qdx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dxn`1.
Since an`1 “ an ` 3{2, we obtain
}Tω1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Tωnpfq}L1,8pTnq Àn 1`
ż
Tn
|f | loganp1` |f |q. (5.15)
The desired estimate (5.14) follows from (5.15) by a scaling argument similar to
the one used in the proof of Lemma 5.2.1. Hence, the proof is complete.
Arguing as in the one-dimensional case, we obtain the following result.
Proposition 5.4.3. For any given n P N, there is a constant Cn ą 0 such that the
n-parameter Littlewood-Paley square function satisfies the weak-type inequality
}STnpfq}L1,8pTnq ď Cn}f}L logan LpTnq, (5.16)
for all trigonometric polynomials f on Tn, where an “ 1{2`3pn´1q{2. Moreover,
the exponent an in p5.16q is sharp.
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Proof. As in the one-dimensional case, we use Khintchine’s inequality and (5.13)
to show that there exists a choice of ω11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ω
1
n P r0, 1s such that
}STnpfq}L1,8pTnq Àn }Tω11 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Tω1npfq}L1,8pTnq.
Hence, by using (5.14), we deduce that STn satisfies (5.16).
To prove that the exponent an in (5.16) cannot be improved, assume that the
inequality holds for some r ě 0. Since STn is bounded on L
2pTnq, by interpolation
and the fact that }f}L logr`1 LpTnq Àn,r 1`
ş
Tn |f | log
r`1





|fpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq| log
r`1
p1` |fpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq|qdx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dxn.
If we take f to be V2N b ¨ ¨ ¨ b V2N , then




Tn |f | log
r`1
p1`|f |q À N r`1. Hence, by letting N Ñ 8, we see that we must
have r ě ´1` 3n{2 “ an.
Remark 5.4.4. As mentioned in section 5.3, by using Lemma 5.4.2, interpola-
tion, and converse extrapolation exactly as in the one-dimensional case, one can
give an alternative proof to Proposition 5.3.1.
5.5 Endpoint mapping properties of the rough
Littlewood-Paley square function in the eu-
clidean case











ppξq “ χr2k,2k`1qpξq pfpξq`χp´2k`1,´2kspξq pfpξq is the rough Littlewood-
Paley projection at frequencies |ξ| „ 2k, k P Z. For n P N, the n-parameter rough





|∆k1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b∆knpfqpxq|
2
¯1{2
for f initially belonging to the class of Schwartz functions on Rn.
In the following proposition we show that the n-parameter rough Littlewood-
Paley square function on Rn satisfies sharp weak-type inequalities analogous to
the ones obtained in the previous section, if we restrict ourselves to compact
subsets of Rn.
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Proposition 5.5.1. For any given n P N and each compact set K in Rn, there is
a constant CK,n ą 0 such that the n-parameter Littlewood-Paley square function
satisfies the weak-type inequality
}SRnpfq}L1,8pKq ď CK,n}f}L logan LpKq (5.17)
for each measurable function f supported in K, where an “ 1{2 ` 3pn ´ 1q{2.
Moreover, the exponent an in p5.17q is sharp.
Proof. The argument that establishes (5.17) is similar to the one given in the
previous section, where one uses (5.3) instead of (5.4).
It remains to prove sharpness. Consider the one-dimensional case first. For




|f | logrp1` |f |q
for every measurable function f supported in K “ r´1, 1s. Arguing as in the




|f | logr`1p1` |f |q (5.18)
for all measurable functions f with supppfq Ă r´1, 1s.
To show that r ě a1 “ 1{2, we shall test (5.18) against a “continuous”
analogue of the de la Vallée Poussin kernel used in the periodic case. More
precisely, let N be a large positive integer to be chosen later and let ζ be a
fixed Schwartz function such that supppζq Ă r´2, 2s and ζ|r´1,1s ” 1. Define
gpxq “ 2N qζp2Nxq, x P R. Then g is a Schwartz function satisfying }g}L1pRq „ 1,
}g}L8pRq À 2




|g| logr`1p1` |g|q À N r`1. (5.19)


























However, g is not compactly supported. To consider an appropriate function f
supported in r´1, 1s which enables us to show that the exponent r in (5.18) is
necessarily greater or equal than 1{2, define f “ gχr´1,1s and e “ g ´ f . One
can easily check that, by the construction of g, the “error” satisfies }e}L2pRq À 1.











and since, by Plancherel’s theorem, }SRpeq}L2pRq “ }e}L2pRq À 1, we deduce that
}SRpfq}L1pr´1,1sq Á N
3{2. (5.20)
Since |f | ď |g|, (5.19) implies that
ż
r´1,1s
|f | logr`1p1` |f |q À N r`1. (5.21)
Combining (5.18), (5.20) and (5.21), we get N3{2 À N r`1. Letting N Ñ 8, it
follows that r ě a1 “ 1{2, as desired.
To prove sharpness in the n-dimensional case, assume that (5.17) holds for




|h| logr`1p1` |h|q À N r`1 and
}SRnphq}L1pr´1,1snq “ }SRpfq}L1pr´1,1sq ¨ ¨ ¨ }SRpfq}L1pr´1,1sq Á N
3n{2.
Therefore, we must have r ě an “ 1{2` 3pn´ 1q{2.
Remark 5.5.2. Tao’s converse extrapolation theorem can also be stated for trans-
lation invariant operators acting on functions defined on Rn, if we restrict our
attention to compact sets in Rn.
In particular, exactly as in the periodic case presented in sections 5.2 and
5.3, by using p5.3q for some given compact set K Ă R, interpolation, and con-
verse extrapolation, it follows that there are positive constants d1pn,Kq, d2pn,Kq,














It is well-known that SR maps H










where fk “ r∆kpfq and r∆k denotes an appropriate smoothed-out version of ∆k.






























for every α ą 0. Hence, the estimate }SRpfq}L1,8pRq À }f}H1pRq follows from
(5.22), (5.23), and the square function characterisation of H1pRq. Similarly, the
Littlewood-Paley square function ST maps H
1pTq to L1,8pTq.
A natural question is whether an analogous weak-type estimate holds for the
two-parameter rough Littlewood-Paley square function. In the two-parameter set-
ting, a candidate endpoint function space is the product Hardy space H1prodpR2q.
Our next result shows that such an estimate is not possible in the product setting,
as SR2 does not even locally map H
1
rectpR2q to L1,8pR2q.
Proposition 5.6.1. The two-parameter rough Littlewood-Paley square function
does not locally map H1rectpR2q to L1,8pR2q.
Proof. To show that SR2 does not locally map H
1
prodpR2q to L1,8pR2q, it is enough
to prove that, there is a compact set K Ă R2 such that for every N P N there
exists a function fN with supppfNq Ă K and such that
}SR2pfNq}L1,8pKq{}fN}H1prodpR2q Á N.
Towards this aim, observe that if a function g is supported in K Ă R2, be-
longs to L log2 LpKq, and has zero integral with respect to each variable, then
g P H1prodpR2q and, in particular, we have }g}H1prodpR2q À 1 `
ş
K
|g| log2p1 ` |g|q.
Moreover, as we saw in the previous section, SR2 locally maps L log








whenever g is supported in K (not necessarily with mean zero in each variable).
Therefore, in order to exhibit a suitable function fN that is supported in K Ă R2,





p1` |f |q is “large”, whereas }fN}H1prodpR2q is “small”.
Motivated by the above remarks, let K “ r0, 1s2 and for a given large positive
integer N ě 5, we consider the function aNpxq “ 2
N´1ei2π2
N´1xχr0,2´pN´1qqpxq.
Note that if we set fN “ aN b aN , then fN is an atom in H
1
rectpR2q and thus




p1` |fN |q „ N
r, for r ě 0.
We shall prove that }SR2pfNq}L1,8pr0,1s2q Á N , with fN “ aN b aN being as

















Hence, for 8 ¨ 2´pN´1q ď x ď 1 one can write
∆N´1paNqpxq “ I
pNq
1 pxq ` I
pNq
2 pxq ` I
pNq






























































3 pxq| and |I
pNq
4 pxq| from above. To bound |I
pNq
2 pxq|,
we make use of the cancellation of e´i2π2































2´1 ¨ 2´pN´1q ´ y









since x´y ě x{2 for all y P r0, 2´pN´1qq and x´2´1 ¨2´pN´1q ě 15x{16. Similarly,
|I
pNq
3 pxq| ď 2{p15πxq and |I
pNq
4 pxq| ď 2{p15πxq. Therefore,
|∆N´1paNqpxq| ě |I
pNq
1 pxq| ´ |I
pNq
2 pxq| ´ |I
pNq





for all 8 ¨ 2´pN´1q ď x ď 1 and hence,
SR2paN b aNqpx, yq ě |p∆N´1 b∆N´1qpaN b aNqpx, yq| ě
1
100π2xy
for px, yq P r8 ¨ 2´pN´1q, 1s2. It thus follows that
}SR2paN b aNq}L1,8pr0,1s2q Á N.
Since }aN b aN}H1rectpR2q À 1, by letting N Ñ 8, one deduces that SR2 does not
locally map H1rectpR2q to L1,8pR2q.
By adapting the argument of the previous proposition to the periodic setting,
we obtain a corresponding negative result for functions on the two-torus.
Proposition 5.6.2. The two-parameter Littlewood-Paley square function ST2
does not map H1rectpT2q to L1,8pT2q.
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“ βNpxq ` γNpxq,

















and βNp0q “ 0, γNp0q “ 2
N´1. Define aNpxq “ 2
N´1ei2π2
N´1xχr0,2´pN´1qqpxq for
x P r0, 1q. Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 5.6.1, one shows that
|γN ˚ aNpxq| ě
11
30πx
for all 8 ¨ 2´pN´1q ď x ă 1. Using the series expansion of ei2πx and the fact
that sinp2πxq ě 4x for every 0 ď x ď 2´2, one obtains |βNpxq| ď πe
π{2 for all
0 ď x ď 2´2. Since }aN}L1pTq “ 1, it follows that |βN ˚ aNpxq| ď πe
π{2 for every
2´pN´1q ď x ď 2´2. Therefore, for each 8 ¨ 2´pN´1q ď x ď 2´8 one has













Since we may regard aN b aN as an atom of H
1
rectpT2q, by letting N Ñ 8, we
deduce that ST2 does not map H
1
rectpT2q to L1,8pT2q.
Remark 5.6.3. The negative results of this section suggest that two-dimensional
Marcinkiewicz multipliers do not map H1rectpR2q to L1pR2q. This fact can also be
obtained by making use of the construction of section 3.1 of [62].
5.7 Remarks on the mapping properties of gen-
eral two-parameter Marcinkiewicz multipli-
ers
It follows by the arguments of sections 5.4 and 5.5 that n-fold tensor prod-
ucts of one-dimensional Marcinkiewicz multiplier operators on Rn locally map
L logan L to L1,8, where an “ 1{2 ` 3pn ´ 1q{2 and that the exponent an can-
not be improved2. Therefore, it seems natural to conjecture that two-parameter
Marcinkiewicz multiplier operators locally map L log2 L to L1,8, i.e. for every two-
parameter Marcinkiewicz multiplier operator Tm and every compact set K Ă R2
there exists a constant Cm,K ą 0 such that
}Tmpfq}L1,8pKq ď Cm,K}f}L log2 LpKq (5.24)
for each measurable function f supported in K.
2Note that sharpness can also be obtained by using the example given in section 3.2 of [62].
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It is worth noting that in the two-dimensional case, the expected endpoint
space L log2 L in (5.24) is strictly smaller than the space L logL appeared in the
two-dimensional Zygmund’s inequality involving two-fold products of lacunary
sequences in Z. Hence, one expects that to prove the above conjecture, one cannot





Let G be a compact abelian group such that pG is countable. Fix r ą 0 and let Λ
be a infinite set in pG.






ď BΛ,r ` AΛ,r
ż
G
|fpxq| logrp1` |fpxq|qdx, (A.1)
where the positive constants AΛ,r and BΛ,r depend only on Λ and r.
Our goal in this appendix is to give a proof of the well-known fact that (A.1)
holds if and only if, Λ is a Λppq set for all p ą 2 with Λppq constant App,Λq “
CΛ,rp
r, p ą 2, where CΛ,r ą 0 is a constant independent of p. Namely, we
shall prove in this appendix that (A.1) is equivalent to the fact that for every




for all p ą 2, where CΛ,r ą 0 is a constant that depends on Λ and r and not on
p, g. The presentation here is based on the corresponding ones given in [10] and
[65].
Assume first that (A.1) holds. To prove (A.2), take a Λ-polynomial g in the
unit ball of L2pGq and note that by (2.15) one has






where Dr ą 0 is a constant that depends on r (and on the particular choices of
Ψr and Φr). Hence, by using Parseval’s formula, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
and (A.1), we obtain
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where KΛ,r ą 0 is a constant that depends only on Dr, AΛ,r, and BΛ,r. In







}g}L2pGq “ 1 and the fact that if }f}ΦrpGq ď 1, then
ş
G
Φrp|fpxq|qdx ď 1. So, it






By considering the definition of Ψr and by using the series expansion of exppx
1{rq
together with Tonelli’s theorem, we deduce that there exists a constant1 Lr,











Hence, by using Stirling’s approximation formula,
}g}Ln{rpGq ď rLrpn{rq
r
for all n P N, where rLr ą 0 is a constant depending only on KΛ,r, Lr and
hence only on Λ and r. Now, for p ą 2 there exists an integer n ě 1 such that
n{r ă p ď pn ` 1q{r. Since }g}LppGq ď }g}Lpn`1q{rpGq, one obtains the desired
inequality (A.2) with constant CΛ,r “ 2
r
rLr, rLr being as above.
To prove the opposite direction, assume that (A.2) holds and let µ be a positive



























1If 0 ă r ď 1 and Ψrpxq “ exppx
1{rq ´ 1, then one can take Lr “ 1. If r ą 1 and
Ψrpxq “ exppx
1{rq´Brx´Ar for x ą pr´ 1q
r and Ψrpxq “ 0 for 0 ď x ď pr´ 1q
r, where Br “
r´1pr´1q1´r exppr´1q and Ar “ r

















and the series converges when µ ă µ0pr,Λq “ r
r{CΛ,re















dx ď δ1 (A.3)
where µ1 “ µ0pr,Λq{2 and δ1 “ δpr,Λ;µ1q. In order to show that (A.1) holds,





































n“1}`2 “ 1, gN is the Λ-polynomial
whose Fourier coefficients are given by xgNpenq “ cn for n “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N . Since, by
construction, }gN}L2pGq “ }pcnq
N
n“1}`2 “ 1, we have by using (2.8), (2.10), (A.3)
as well as the fact that xr1` logpx` 1qsr „r 1` x log
r































|fpxq| logrp|fpxq| ` 1qdx` Crδ1 ` Vr
ı
,
where Ur, Vr, Cr are positive constants depending only on r and µ1 “ µ0pr,Λq{2,














|fpxq| logrp|fpxq| ` 1qdx`
Crδ1 ` Vr
µ1





Let pΩ,A,Pq be a probability space and let prnqnPF be a countable collection of
independent random variables over pΩ,A,Pq such that
Pptω P Ω : rnpωq “ 1uq “ Pptω P Ω : rnpωq “ ´1uq “ 1{2
for all n P F . Khintchine’s inequality asserts that for every p ą 0 and for all
finite sets of complex numbers panqnPF 1 , F
















where the implied constant depends only on p and not on panqnPF 1 . In particular,
there exists an absolute constant C such that for every finite set of complex



















for all p ą 2.
A multi-dimensional version of (B.1) states that for all finite sets of complex
numbers pak1,¨¨¨ ,knqk1,¨¨¨ ,knPF 1 , F






































for all p ą 2. For proofs of (B.1) and (B.2) see, e.g., Appendix D in [59].
Remark B.0.1. A concrete example of a sequence of random variable satisfying
the properties above is that of Rademacher functions prkqkPN0 defined over r0, 1s
by rkpωq “ signtsinp2πp2
kωqqu, ω P r0, 1s. Note that automatically }rk}L2pr0,1sq “ 1
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